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ABSTRACT
Genesis’s creation narrative is crystal clear: God is eternal and preeminent, humankind is made
in his image, and all nature results from God’s spoken word. Christocentric truth bursts forth
from the opening words of creation, reality transcended by the Son of God. However,
particularly in the years following the beginnings of Darwinian theory, questioning of the
biblical creation narrative and variant versions of that narrative has exponentially expanded. This
project is intended to biblically and systematically underscore the supernatural attributes of the
Creator and the inerrancy of the Bible that God inspired, to determine hermeneutical and
scientific costs associated with Christians’ creation views with particular emphasis from those
derived through Day Age and Young Earth perspectives, and to develop and teach an adult
curriculum describing creation views and costs. All Christians and theologians possess creation
perspectives; it is a matter of ascertaining the repercussions of said perspectives that this project
endeavors to discover. Finally, this project is practically designed to assist all pastors and
Christian leaders who are responsible for relating the Creator and his creation to others.
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CHAPTER ONE
THE PROJECT INTRODUCED
Introduction
Genesis 1:1 succinctly proclaims, “In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth”
(Christian Standard Bible).1 There is seemingly no hesitation from the biblical writer but instead
an emphatic statement of what he deems to be true. Causal relationship subsists from the initial
words of the Bible, with nature ensuing as the result of God’s creative work. God is first and
previously exists. Nature secondarily occurs at God’s behest. Genesis 1:1 is a statement of
preeminence, of One who weaved the fabric of all existence.
There are ostensible spiritual implications when people do not possess such
comprehensive discernment of God the Creator and the creative aspects of his divine nature.2 For
example, the Barna organization states it is with regularity that children of churched homes are
abandoning the Christian faith in unprecedented fashion during their collegiate tenures and cites
a purported “conflict” between faith and science as a significant reason for their doing so.3
Noting concerns that the church is “out of step” with modern science, that Christians are “antiscience,” and that creation views may hamper their science-related careers, this group of former
church attenders seemingly reject many of their previous perspectives of creation, science, and
origin, sometimes including the initial verse of Scripture.4 Jeff Myers, President of Summit

1

Edwin A. Blum, Trevin K. Wax, eds., Robert D. Bergen, et al., CSB Study Bible (Nashville, TN: Holman
Bible Publishers, 2017), 5. All biblical quotations will be derived from the CSB Study Bible unless specially
referenced otherwise.
2

Jeff Myers, Understanding the Culture (Manitou Springs, CO; Summit Ministries, 2017), 296-298.

3

“Six Reasons Young Christians Leave Church,” Barna, accessed January 18, 2019,
https://www.barna.com/research/six-reasons-young-christians-leave-church/.
4

Barna, “Six Reasons Young Christians Leave Church.”

Ministries, a conservative Christian organization dedicated to the study of modern culture and
worldview implications, posits an underlying historical theme that biblical understanding
encompassing creation, and its Creator, was commonly assumed until the Enlightenment.5 Such
historical understanding is perhaps indicative of a challenge to the church only a few centuries in
the making. Others may pinpoint the years immediately preceding Darwin as the earliest
noteworthy questioning of the creation narrative within the Christian community.6 Thus, the
present-day narrative in which many people are abandoning their former creation perspectives,
and perhaps even their Christian beliefs, in favor of a more naturalistic approach to life seems a
relatively new phenomenon.7
Astrophysicist and Young Earth advocate Jason Lisle believes the heart of the challenge
is within the world of scriptural analysis;8 that is, people in today’s Christian and scientific
communities exhibit the “post-modern” habit of interpreting the Bible according to “preference”
rather than sound hermeneutics.9 Furthermore, Lisle determines creation is an “essential”
doctrine of Christianity; in that, a denial of a creative and miracle-speaking God is a path to

5

Myers, 300.

6
Mark Langner, “On Creation, Worldview, Hermeneutics and Adolescent Learning” (DMIN 8013
Contextual Engagement I Research Paper, Southeastern University, Spring 2019), 5-6.
7

Myers, 298.

8

Jason Lisle, Understanding Genesis: How to Analyze, Interpret, and Defend Scripture (Green Forest, AR:
Master Books, 2015), 171-174. Lisle’s principles of hermeneutics state: “(1) people are born with pre-packaged
hermeneutic: basic rules of linguistic inference, (2) our pre-packaged hermeneutic is incomplete and is corrupted
due to our sin nature, (3) nonetheless, our initial hermeneutic, along with the language we learn from our family, is
sufficient to understand the most basic biblical doctrines. This is especially true in the literal portions of Scripture, as
long as we approach such doctrines in the spirit of humility and repentance, (4) the Bible’s basic doctrines have the
ability to systematically correct our understanding of hermeneutics, (5) when we re-read the Bible with our
improved hermeneutic, we will understand the Bible even better than we did on the previous pass, (6) our improved
understanding of the Bible leads to an even more improved hermeneutic, and (7) go to step 5.”
9

Ibid., 15.

2

denial of salvation-impacting truth.10 At least on the surface, it appears that Lisle’s claims are
reasonable. A Baylor University study conducted in association with the Gallup Organization
found that Americans who believe in a highly disengaged God are also those who believe that
science, not Christianity, or religion in general, is more reliably true.11
Like fellow astrophysicist Lisle, Day Age advocate Hugh Ross believes a “precise
understanding of the [biblical] text is crucial for interpreting the scientific and historical details
as well as the theological context.”12 While Ross and Lisle seemingly agree that biblical reliance
is integral to creation understanding, the two astrophysicists ostensibly hold vastly different
perspectives regarding biblical inerrancy and interpretation in addition to the role science
produces in the discussion and the age of the earth. Herein lies fundamental concerns and
arguably the overarching crux of creation issues within Christian circles—inerrancy and
interpretative issues, in addition to contributions and beliefs regarding the findings of
mainstream science, have significantly resulted in an obvious disparity of belief among
Christians and perhaps have contributed to a decline in acceptance of the Christian worldview.
For those believers espousing extensively literal renderings of the Genesis account,
including the Day Age and Young Earth camps, there seems to be an unbalanced view of
creation and nature when one misunderstands or inhibits understanding of God’s special creative
abilities; that is, when God created all life and how he did so. Incorrect perception of the Creator,
and his creation, perhaps overlooks the Messianic promise of Genesis, the whisper of God to Job,

10

Ibid.

11
Paul Froese and Christopher Bader, America’s Four Gods: What We Say About God and What That Says
About Us (New York, NY: Oxford University Press, Inc., 2010), 86-105.
12

Hugh Ross, Navigating Genesis: A Scientist’s Journey through Genesis 1-11 (Covina, CA: RTB Press,

2014), 10.

3

the worship of the Psalmist, the Johannine Word that is God, the miracles of the Gospels, the
Hebraic Author and Finisher of the faith, and Revelation’s Alpha and Omega. Right thought of
creation seems more than reconciling faith and science; instead, it is reconciling the supernatural
works of a supernatural God. Psalm 33:4-9 proclaims of the Lord’s creation,
For the word of the LORD is right, and all his work is trustworthy. He loves righteousness
and justice; the earth is full of the LORD’S unfailing love. The heavens were made by the
word of the LORD, and all the stars, by the breath of his mouth. He gathers the water of
the sea into a heap; he puts the depths into storehouses. Let the whole earth fear the
LORD; let all the inhabitants of the world stand in awe of him. For he spoke, and it came
into being, he commanded, and it came into existence.
Rationale for the Project
Within personal ministry settings over the past decade, steadfast Christian congregants have
demonstrably exhibited extraordinary allegiance to personal creation perspectives. Included
within this spectrum were multiple Young Earth-oriented homeschool parents who advised that
among their primary reasonings for teaching their children at home is the purported naturalistic
version of science taught within public schools. Some parents postulating said purviews also
claimed they would not knowingly allow their children to attend church classes or events in
which alternate creation views are espoused. Conversely, one Old Earth advocate claimed he
would not recommend the church’s family ministries if Young Earth perspectives were taught to
the church’s children, also adding that people who are interested in science do not seriously
consider Young Earth views as a viable creation interpretation. Additionally, a Day Age believer
refused to serve as the Vacation Bible School director due to the church’s consideration of
Answers in Genesis curricula.
Largely based upon such perspectives, it seems apparent the Christian’s belief system of
creation, particularly the initial three chapters of Genesis, costs something. Costs for the purpose

4

of this work may best be defined as repercussions one accepts for the purpose of holding a
specific creation view. It seems appropriate to note that systematic costs are often viewed as
benefits by the adherents of an identifiable creation perspective. It is upon such thesis that this
project will be developed, primarily through the utilization of two fundamental steps: (1) define
the costs of creation perspectives through the somewhat dissimilar lens of the two apparently
prevalent creation perspectives at CrossPointe Church, i.e., the Day Age and Young Earth
systems; and (2) employ said views as filters of six diverse, substantial creation themes. Preproject assumption is that comprehension of creation truths from a biblical perspective assuredly
impacts one’s view of God’s nature and abilities; therefore, this project is additionally designed
to assist my fellow pastors and me as we discuss said views with all church members including
many who hold advanced scientific and technological degrees. Church unity, regardless of view,
seems a lofty, essential endeavor as the project is developed. Research regarding biblical
inerrancy and, secondarily, divine inspiration and biblical infallibility, is also apparently crucial
within varied creation system views and themes and, therefore, is an anticipated area of
prominence throughout the project.

Relationship of the Project to the Researcher’s Ministry
Integral to biblical teaching within CrossPointe Church’s CpcKids Ministries is the key scriptural
concept of God’s creation, CrossPointe’s systematic predilection for instructing children and
families about God, his plans, and his love for humankind through the structure of design, origin,
and resolute implementation of God’s own will and salvation for humankind. CpcKids Ministries
is the children’s wing of CrossPointe Church of Madison, Alabama, a non-denominational
church averaging approximately 1,000 weekly congregants including 190–240 children and

5

ministry volunteers. Nestled in the Tennessee Valley region of North Alabama and immediately
adjacent to Huntsville, Alabama, the “Rocket City,” Madison is a hotbed of engineers, rocket
scientists, chemists, mathematicians, and other professionals who own a staggering array of
higher-level academic degrees.13 Madison boasts the distinction of being a US News & World
Report “Top 10 Places to Grow Up,” a CNN Money “Top 100 Best Places to Live,” one of
Family Circle's “10 Best Towns for Family,” and was recognized as Google's “2013 Digital
Capital of Alabama.”14
While closely aligned to the Southern Baptist Convention, CrossPointe Church continues
to maintain a non-denominational status and includes members from Baptist, Methodist,
Assemblies of God, Presbyterian, and Catholic backgrounds, among others, resulting in an
intriguing assortment of systematic beliefs in addition to occasional controversy and dialogue
regarding multifarious theological leanings.15 Creation and origin perspectives are no exception
to such discussions, and thoughtful consideration is necessary for church unity and clarity. It
should be noted that my personal responsibilities as the Children and Family Pastor include
proximate interaction with children, parents, and other adults at CrossPointe, and that I routinely
teach and preach through an assortment of services, groups, and other means about a
considerable selection of subjects and Christian perspectives.
Within the circle of CrossPointe’s primary staff pastors, the prevalent creation and origin
viewpoint is overwhelmingly of the Young Earth variety, resulting in an intriguing challenge for

13

“Community Profile,” City of Madison, accessed February 15, 2019, http://madisonidb.com/community-

profile.
14
“The History of Madison,” City of Madison, accessed February 15, 2019,
https://www.madisonal.gov/247/History-of-Madison.
15

Mark Langner, “Hermeneutical Perspective Through the Lens of Five Prevalent Views” (DMIN 8023
Contextual Engagement II Research Paper, Southeastern University, Spring 2020), 4-5.

6

CrossPointe’s pastors when deliberating with congregants’ varied considerations and costs
regarding creation and origin matters. It is for these reasons, among numerous others, that the
challenge to discover and relate creation views and costs are imperative to overarching success
within CrossPointe’s family ministries.16

Limitations of the Project
The predominant thesis was principally chosen to determine whether the costs of holding a
specific creation view, particularly within Day Age and Young Earth camps, may be higher than
one might initially believe. In consideration of the vast avenues a researcher may take regarding
creation and origin concerns, this project will be primarily limited to the scope of six creation
themes disseminated from Genesis 1-3, which will be identified in a subsequent section. Though
the Day Age and Young Earth filters of said themes will constitute the bulk of theological,
biblical, and literature associated within this project, other notable Christian views will be
identified and defined for the purpose of variable clarity. Additionally, other than necessary
modest definitions and references to compare, and contrast, with the identified themes and filters,
macroevolution and other similar theories will not be extensively dissected within this project.

Research Question and Anticipated Results
From within the ecumenical Protestant church, there appears considerable agreement that
creation is a dominant leitmotif throughout the Bible and that God is operational within his
creation, with the “Triune God” fundamentally being responsible for and engaged in said

16

Langner, “Hermeneutical Perspective Through the Lens of Five Prevalent Views,” 4-5.

7

creative acts.17 Within the initial verses of Genesis is the claim God created—stated
emphatically, determinably, and conclusively.18 Descriptively designed for God alone is the
word “bara,” depicting creation from and of the sovereign, supernatural Hebrew God.19 Such
designation is momentous as unembellished differentiation between the God of the Bible and the
polytheistic gods of the Ancient Near East.20 Although the Protestant church generally seems to
agree regarding the preceding attributes and designation of God’s creative acts, there remains
noteworthy discord among Christian evangelicals vis-à-vis the “how” and “when” of God’s
creation.21 Specifically, various adherents of systematic creation viewpoints especially deviate
regarding the interpretation of Genesis 1, in addition to the concerns of contemporary scientific
thought.22 From the biblical perspective, multiple contemplations must be addressed due to the
complexity of the entire book of Genesis, including, among others, (1) genre; (2) purpose; (3)
language barriers, i.e., most people are not native speakers and readers of biblical Hebrew; (4)
Near Eastern culture and literature; and (5) denominational and tribal predispositions.23
Additionally, extensive disagreement exists concerning interpretative factors of the
Genesis account and overarching biblical understanding, i.e., hermeneutical questions up to and

17

Gregory A. Boyd and Paul R. Eddy, Across the Spectrum: Understanding Issues in Evangelical
Theology, 2nd ed. (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2009), 70-72.
18

John Walton, The NIV Application Commentary: Genesis (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2001), 50.

19

Blum, Wax, eds., and Bergen, et al., 5.

20

Walton, 49-50.

21

Boyd and Eddy, 71.

22

Ibid.

23

Tremper Longman, III, How to Read Genesis (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 2005), 19-39.

8

including the definitions of biblical inerrancy and divine inspiration.24 Although numerous
hermeneutical questions are apparent within essentially all systematic creation positions,25 this
project’s concentration is centered on two: the Day Age and Young Earth perspectives
concerning six identified creation themes. Extensive dialogue will ensue in subsequent chapters
but preeminent treatment of the two varying views include: (1) the procession and definition of
the Hebrew word yom (day): Day Agers consider the word to mean an “age;”26 Young Earthers
consider yom to necessitate a literal twenty-four-hour period,27 (2) God’s ex nihilo creation
(creation without preexisting materials): Day Age adherents believe God created without
preexisting “matter, energy, time, and space;”28 Young Earth believers also define God’s
creation utilizing the ex nihilo evaluation,29 (3) God’s creation of all life after its own kind: Day
Age believers believe a kind, or “distinct created ontological category” of animals and other life
were created by God;30 Young Earth advocates ardently submit that each plant and animal
reproduces only after its own “kind,”31 (4) the distinctive creation of humankind in God’s image:
Day Agers advocate the special creation of humankind, considering Adam the initial person to be

24

Longman, III., 21-22.

25

Boyd and Eddy claim “at least a dozen theories” exist regarding the procession of the word yom.

26

Ross, 35.

27

Lisle, 108-109.

28

Kenneth R. Samples, “Creation Ex Nihilo,” Reasons to Believe, last modified April 1, 2005,
https://reasons.org/explore/publications/connections/read/connections/2005/04/01/creation-ex-nihilo.
29
Henry M. Morris, “Evolution Ex Nihilo,” Answers in Genesis, last modified September 1, 1984,
https://www.icr.org/article/evolution-ex-nihilo/.
30
Douglas Groothuis, Christian Apologetics: A Comprehensive Case for Biblical Faith (Downers Grove,
IL: IVP Academic, 2011), 269-275.
31

John J. Davis, Paradise to Prison: Studies in Genesis (Salem, WI: Sheffield Publishing Company, 1998),

62-67.

9

formed in the fashion of the imago Dei (created in the image of God), while simultaneously
allowing room for “hominids,” or “human-like creatures” apparently made apart from the image
of God;32 Young Earth adherents also believe Adam to be the first human to be created in the
image of God, but vary significantly with Day Agers regarding the subject of “hominids;” that is,
Young Earthers do not believe any hominid to be an actual “human-like” creature,33 (5) death
after sin; that is, the determination of physical and spiritual standpoints in addition to manifest
consequences of “The Fall:” Day Age believers submit The Fall resulted in the spiritual
separation of humankind from God;34 Young Earth advocates believe The Fall to be both
spiritual and physical with resounding alterations to both the earth and people,35 and (6) the
Proto-Evangelium (the magnitude of Genesis 3:15 to the balance of biblical and systematic
beliefs): Day Age proponents ascertain Genesis 3:15 to be the hopeful response to The Fall in
which God outlines his redemptive plan;36 Young Earthers describe Genesis 3:15 as the “first
gospel” of Christ’s ultimate victory over Satan and the triumph of humankind due to the Lord’s
redemptive work.37
Within this project, further evidence of creation and corresponding costs will be
demonstrated through a thorough review of Scripture following Genesis 1-3, including selections
from Job, Psalms, the Gospels, Romans, Hebrews, and Revelation. Contemporary authors and

32

Ross, 69-77.

33

Ken Ham, ed., David Menton, et al, The New Answers Book 2 (Green Forest, AR: Master Books, 2008),

34

Ross, 110.

35

Elmer Towns, Theology for Today, 2nd ed. (Mason, OH: Cengage Learning, 2008), 504-505.

36

Groothuis, 81-82.

37

Paul Enns, The Moody Handbook of Theology, 2nd ed. (Chicago, IL: Moody Publishers, 2008), 43-44.

83-93.
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journals will be considered, especially referencing the Bible, hermeneutics, scientific
perspectives, and the two focal positions. Given the noted systematic filters, worldviews,
hermeneutics, and biblical themes regarding creation, the overarching question remains as a
predominant thesis: What are the costs to the individual Christian, the church, and the ministerial
leader conveying biblical truth in association to creation viewpoints?

Goals and Objectives
Within this project are three distinct goals: (1) to biblically and systematically underscore the
supernatural attributes of the Creator and the inerrancy of the Bible that God inspired; (2) to
determine hermeneutical and scientific costs associated with Christians’ creation views,
especially those derived from Day Age and Young Earth perspectives; and (3) to develop and
teach an adult curriculum describing creation views and costs. Consequential outcomes from
each of the preceding goals are multiple accompanying objectives, including the post-project
development of a fifth and sixth grade curriculum.
Biblical and systematic elaboration will include extensive exegesis regarding the six
identified creation themes from Genesis 1-3.38 Each of the creation themes will be filtered
through the lens of the Day Age and Young Earth assessments, comparing, and contrasting
divergences and costs correlated to each system, in addition to the views adherents may have of
the Creator and his associated creative proficiencies. Secondly, biblical inerrancy will be
comprehensively deliberated given its overall prominence to the systematic theologies of the Day
Age and Young Earth camps. Finally, biblically noted perspectives of the Old and New

38

Langner, “Hermeneutical Perspective Through the Lens of Five Prevalent Views,” 16-22.
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Testament writers, early church leaders, and contemporary (Reformation age forward)
theologians and scientists will be ruminated to establish comprehension within church circles.
Hermeneutic and scientific costs from the Day Age and Young Earth positions are to be
pondered to establish commonalities within the two systems, the impact said views may have
upon the church, and areas of agreement regarding God which may be further fostered.
Additionally, such research conceivably will allow both CrossPointe’s and the ecumenical
church’s pastors to ably demonstrate the importance of God’s creation and the varied
considerations Christians should contemplate and explore.
Pragmatically, this project is premeditated to aid pastors and churches, especially
CrossPointe Church, in disseminating, teaching, and conveying the creative chronicles from
Scripture and the costs associated with one’s creation views. To this end, pre- and post-class
surveys have been developed (Appendix A) and an adult curriculum will subsequently be
developed, administered, and imparted during this project’s timeline. The surveys are designed
to determine: (1) participants’ creation views prior to and following the correlated classes, (2)
participants’ perspectives of costs associated to a specific creation view, and (3) variances
between the two surveys, including determinants referencing views, costs, and decisiveness of
the participants. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, both the classes and surveys are intended
to create harmony within the church through a variety of means, including discussion, enhanced
understanding of other peoples’ views, and a concentrated effort to augment creation studies with
an emphasis regarding unity and clarity.

12

Biblical Inerrancy, Inspiration, and Infallibility Defined
According to hermeneutical experts J. Scott Duvall and J. Daniel Hays, “The process of
interpreting and grasping the Bible is similar to embarking on a journey,” i.e., a voyage which
may become “spiritualized” or “allegorical” if one is not cautious in approach.39 Such a
conservative hermeneutical process leads one from the original meaning of the Scriptural text, to
measuring the differences between the original and modern audience, to determining the
meaning as expressed by the author, to considering similarities between the original and modern
audience, to understanding the Scriptural passage as related to the rest of the Bible, to applying
the theological principles today.40
Hermeneutics authority Bill Curtis addresses biblical interpretation in similar
conservative light to that of Duvall and Hays. Postulating ten basic principles of Hermeneutics,
Curtis notes:
(1) The Bible is the inspired, infallible, and inerrant Word of God. (2) The primary goal
of Hermeneutics is the discovery of the author’s intended meaning. (3) The author’s
intended meaning in a biblical text is found within complete units of thought. (4) The
author’s intended meaning in a biblical text is always discovered within its own unique
grammatical content. (5) The author’s intended meaning in a biblical text is always
discovered within its own unique cultural context. (6) The author’s intended meaning in a
biblical text should be interpreted literally unless the use of figurative language suggests
otherwise. (7) The author’s intended meaning in a biblical text should be informed by the
writings of other biblical authors on the same context. (8) The author’s intended biblical
text may have a fuller meaning but that meaning can only be determined on the basis of
subsequent biblical revelation and the whole Canon. (9) The author’s intended meaning
in a biblical text will never be in contradiction to his own writings or the rest of the
Canon. (10) The author’s intended meaning in a biblical text has a
Theocentric/Christological purpose, and as a result, it has significance for all people, in
all places, at all times.41
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Theologians and authors Gordon D. Fee and Douglas Stuart argue comparable
conventional interpretive understanding to that of Duvall, Hays, and Curtis, in that Fee and
Stuart ascertain the “aim of good interpretation is simple: to get at the ‘plain meaning’ of the
text.”42 Furthermore, Fee and Stuart convincingly reason that “unique” interpretations are
“usually wrong,” and that the desire for uniqueness may typically “be attributed to pride.”43
Admittedly strong in statement, such underpinnings are necessary for conservative evangelicals
and theologians to avoid “romantic” or philosophical hermeneutics, including those within
creation and origin circles.44
Even a cursory view of books, websites, blog sites, and supplementary sources accessible
regarding the interpretation of Genesis yields plentiful results, often with scholarly advocates of
each belief system promoting their own research, denominational preferences, biases, and
perspectives. Titles such as How to Read Genesis, Navigating Genesis, and Understanding
Genesis abound, immediately postulating abundant discrepancies among interpretations of the
Bible’s initial foray into creation. Biblical genre, language dynamics, interpretation
methodologies, denominational preferences, scientific understandings, and various other factors
seemingly lead to confusion, schisms, and numerous additional costs to the Christian, the
theologian, and the church.
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Inerrancy, based upon The Chicago Statement of Biblical Inerrancy (Appendix B),
specifically addresses God as the Creator in its opening remarks.45 It seems likely both Day Age
and Young Earth contingents would claim adherence to the Chicago Statement’s standards.46
There are assuredly different interpretations for the word “inerrancy,” however, just as there are
regarding “inspiration” and “infallible.” From a hermeneutics perspective, definition
dissimilarity is exactly the type of issue which arises when discussions of creation and origin
occur. For example, various Christian theologians and scientists, particularly from the Young
Earth camp, decry any notion of extrabiblical sources which advance a specific creation/origin
view if such sources are viewed as being “equal” in scope.47 States astrophysicist Jason Lisle,
The Bible is foundational to all human knowledge because it is the revealed Word of God
who is the source of all knowledge (Proverbs 1:7; Colossians 2:3). This does not mean
that all truth is found in Scripture. But it does mean that all Scripture is true (John 17:7, 2
Timothy 3:16-17). And the truth of Scripture frames the basic worldview that is
necessary to discover the truth of anything else.48
Additionally, Lisle believes inerrancy is integral to a plain reading of Scripture,
specifically regarding Genesis, stating, “The nice thing about these literal portions [of Scripture]
is that they do not require a sophisticated and well-developed philosophy of hermeneutics and
logic—only a very basic knowledge of language is required to understand them.”49 Ross also
submits a high view of biblical inerrancy, but seemingly disagrees with the “plainness” Lisle so
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concretely asserts.50 For example, though both Ross and Lisle purport extensive belief regarding
inerrancy, the view of the Hebrew word yom in the first chapter of Genesis is considerably
debated between the two astrophysicists. Disparate viewpoints regarding biblical inerrancy
certainly exist, though seemingly all Christian creation belief systems claim at least some
adherence to the biblical record.51 This desire to biblically accommodate seems particularly
evident within both Day Age and Young Earth systems.
Secondarily, though still vital to the discussion of biblical viability, particularly
referencing creation systems, are the definitions and understandings of inspiration and
infallibility. According to theologians William W. Menzies and Stanley M. Horton regarding the
first of sixteen fundamental truths of the Assemblies of God, The Scriptures Inspired: “The
Scriptures, both the Old and New Testaments, are verbally inspired of God and are the revelation
of God to man, the infallible, authoritative rule of faith and conduct.”52 Likewise, Dan DeWitt of
the North American Mission Board of the Southern Baptist Church, notes, “When we say that
the Bible is inspired we mean that God is its definitive author. While God used human beings to
record his words, it is God himself who is behind what they wrote. God didn’t just inspire the big
ideas behind the Bible, but the very words of Scripture.”53 Furthermore, DeWitt notes that the
infallibility of Scriptures means that God’s Word is “incapable of errors.”54
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Many modern churches, apparently concerned with abundantly available, but varied,
translations and paraphrases, note that the wholly inspired and infallible Scriptures are those
found in the original manuscripts, the autographs, which are no longer in existence.55 However,
numerous copies and reputable, trustworthy translations do exist, and interpretive issues with the
varied creation systems, including the Day Age and Young Earth camps, are to be additionally
weighed within the confines of the previous definitions regarding inspiration and infallibility. To
rightfully ascertain purview correctness, the original, intended meaning of each Scripture,
especially those found in Genesis’ initial chapters, must be carefully and exhaustively
reviewed.56

Prevailing Scientific Perspectives Defined
Defining current prevailing scientific perspectives is a challenging undertaking, but necessary for
one who is inclined to compare, and contrast, such perspectives to various standpoints of the Day
Age and Young Earth systems. Such comparisons and contrasts will remain minimal, however,
and are primarily included to augment the overarching discussion of costs as associated to Day
Age and Young Earth perceptions. Additionally, given agreement among Day Age and Young
Earth adherents that God was involved in the process of creation, extensive discussion of purely
naturalistic origin is generally unnecessary and will be briefly mentioned. Within popular
scientific conventions, however, are three key aspects creationists, including those of the Day
Age and Young Earth camps, must consider: (1) evolution, (2) the Big Bang theory, and (3) earth
age.
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Evolution may be divided into at least two broad categories: (1) microevolution, the
process in which small changes including genetic makeup within a particular type of organism
occurs, and (2) macroevolution, the process in which large changes in a particular type of
organism has resulted in speciation, meaning that the new species is no longer able to interbreed
with the original species.57 Accordingly, under the scope of macroevolution, all people and living
things are related; that is, all life has a common ancestor.58 Most modern scientists, therefore,
generally agree evolution is an activity of genetic change, though not necessarily an agent of
origin.59
According to a NASA website primarily designed for children, the Big Bang “is how
astronomers explain the way the universe began.”60 Furthermore, the cite posits the theory that
the universe began approximately 13.8 billion years ago at a particular juncture and,
subsequently, expanded outwardly, purportedly including the resulting formation of black holes,
comets, planets, etcetera.61 Notes author Matt Williams:
`

How was our Universe created? How did it come to be the seemingly infinite place we
know of today? And what will become of it, ages from now? These are the questions that
have been puzzling philosophers and scholars since the beginning of time and led to some
pretty wild and interesting theories. Today, the consensus among scientists, astronomers,
and cosmologists is that the Universe as we know it was created in a massive explosion
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that not only created the majority of matter, but the physical laws that govern our everexpanding cosmos.62
Such discussions regarding the age of the universe, naturally, lead into further prevailing beliefs
among scientists regarding the age of the earth. Typical ruminations relating to earth age result in
estimates within the 4.6 billion years range.63 Radiometric dating, namely in the form of
radiocarbon dating, is apparently the most common methodology utilized to determine earth
age.64 Earth age will be exhaustively discussed within subsequent sections regarding Day Age
and Young Earth viewpoints.
Extremes exist in the continuum between wholly naturalistic scientists, i.e., those who
espouse that all matter came into being sans a Creator, and those creationists who understand
creation from the most literal of biblical terms, e.g., flat earthers.65 These extremes will be
minimally considered for comparison/contrast understandings regarding the focal creation
themes and filters of this project.

Summary
It seems almost undeniable that, from a biblical viewpoint, creation is an overarching theme with
potentially extraordinary consequences for those who do not realize such evaluations. Whether it
is from the perspective of God’s deserved praise and thanksgiving in light of his creative works,
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whether it is from the purview that biblical inerrancy, inspiration, and infallibility are vital to
biblical discussions, whether it is from costs derived from particular systematic beliefs systems
such as those espoused by Day Age and Young Earth adherents, and whether it results in
teaching within the church that addresses all such concerns, it is apparent that creation-oriented
repercussions—costs—are abundant. Thorough appraisal of such costs is the platform on which
this project will stand.
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CHAPTER TWO
THE PROJECT IN PERSPECTIVE

Theological and Biblical Overview: The Creation Narrative Chapter 1
From the first chapter of Genesis to the twenty-second chapter of the sixty-sixth book in the
Protestant Bible, encompassing a time span not merely measured in centuries, but in millennia, is
the wide-ranging theme of a Creator God and the extraordinary spectrum of his incredible
creation. Genesis 1, the commencement of God’s creation, launches into a Hebraic linguistic
cadence of assuredness—the absoluteness that it is God who created the heavens and the earth.
The foundational phraseology from Genesis 1:1, “In the beginning” is indicative of an opening
act and renders the preeminent description of when time began. With the additional phrase, “the
heavens and the earth,” the initial verse of Scripture portrays God as being in existence prior to
his creation and describes time and space in relation to his work.
Genesis 1:2 states, “Now the earth was formless and empty, darkness covered the surface
of the watery depths, and the Spirit of God was hovering over the surface of the waters.” Though
some authors designate the initial Hebrew verb “was” as “became,” almost all translators from
the time of the Septuagint have chosen the former verb as the correct terminology.1 It is from this
premise that it is understood the focus remains on God’s work in the first verse; in that, the
second verse indicates a “formless and empty” earth that was under the subjection of the Spirit of
God.2 According to theologian Dietrich Bonhoeffer, “The earth is formless and empty; but the
1

2

Blum and Wax, eds., Bergen, et al, 5.

Wayne Whitson Floyd, Jr. and John W. De Gruchy, eds., Dietrich Bonhoeffer Works, Volume 3: Creation
and Fall (Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 2004), 36-37.

Creator is the Lord, and the one who brings about the wholly new, the strange, inconceivable
work of God’s dominion and love.”3 There seems to be an imminence of arrival within the
cadence of Genesis 1:1-2, an expectation that God is going to continue his creative acts. This
drumbeat of creative activity quickly follows, resulting in God’s “forming” and “filling” of the
earth over a period of six days.4
Genesis 1:3-5 describes God’s spoken command, “Let there be light.” God’s
pronouncement of his own creative light was that it was “good” and resulted in the first evening
and the first morning. That God created light in his first command using merely two words in the
Hebrew language is extraordinary,5 indicative of his supremacy over the earth he created and
perhaps of his introduction to the light thematic which would proceed intermittently through his
inspired biblical texts. Revelation 21:23 states, “The city does not need the sun or the moon to
shine on it, because the glory of God illuminates it, and its lamp is the Lamb.” Greg Boyd
proclaims, “When God shines, in other words, it looks like Jesus.”6 Christocentric reality bursts
forth in the very first words of the Bible; darkness itself is interrupted by the Word’s brilliance.
Continues Bonhoeffer, “If the preceding word about the darkness upon the deep was the first
thing that pointed to the passion of Jesus Christ, so now the light that frees the subjected,
formless deep so that it comes to have its own being points to the light that shines in the
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darkness.”7 The light of Genesis 1:3 was not the sun, which would not be created until the fourth
day.8 To the writer of Genesis, the visible source of light does not seemingly matter. The focus,
instead, is on the Creator from whom the light derived.9
Genesis 1:6-13 describes God’s creative commands occurring on the second and third
days. On the second day, substantial configuration appeared from God’s spoken directive, an
expanse dividing the waters as the correlating result. By divine fiat God spoke and the earth
responded.10 The resulting clause, “It was so,” appears for the first of six times, reminding the
reader that God’s authority in creation is absolute.11 Earth’s third day of formation begins with
the separation of sea and land and ends with the addition of vegetation, plants, and trees bearing
fruit-containing seed. Additional time typically necessary for plant life to occur and grow is not
seemingly suggested; instead, there is simply an assertation by the writer that God created
vegetation, plants, and trees with the maturity to bear fruit of its own kind. Again, the emphasis
of this passage is primarily of God’s supernatural creativeness and of his divinely spoken, good
creation. David Jeremiah notes that only the third and sixth days contain double proclamations
from God that what he created was ‘good,’ perhaps inspiring additional implications to his works
on these days.12
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Genesis 1:14-19 expresses stunning developments in the creation narrative, the spoken
command of God resulting in the sun, moon, and stars. Scripture explicitly states the purpose of
the “two great lights,” including (1) separating the day and night, (2) serving as “signs for
seasons and for days and years,” and (3) providing light for the earth. More than four hundred
times more distant than the moon, the sun is simultaneously four hundred times larger than it as
well.13 Created to “rule over the night” were the moon and the stars (Genesis 1:16). According to
Lisle, “It is interesting that God made both of the ‘great lights’ the same angular size—and far
larger (in angle) than any of the other celestial objects…As far as we know, the earth is the only
planet in which this is the case.”14 The Psalmist’s (David’s) proclamation (19:1-4) is highly
descriptive of the Lord’s works recorded in Genesis,
The heavens declare the glory of God, and the expanse proclaims the work of his hands.
Day after day they pour out speech; night after night they communicate knowledge.
There is no speech; there are no words; their voice is not heard. Their message has gone
out to the whole earth, and their words to the ends of the world.
David’s words augment the glory of God when referencing the works of God’s hands, noting the
lighted objects of God’s creation bursting forth as if they were from an expansive celestial
spring.15 Although the moon may be described as a “light reflector” and the sun—as great as it
is—as a “medium-sized star,” it remains clear in the biblical author’s description that the great
lights were orderly created by God, reflective of his own glory and purpose.16
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Day five of the creation narrative opens with God’s initial foray into animal life, firstly
with water’s “living creatures” and secondly with the sky’s “winged creatures.” Such creatures
were specifically created “according to their kinds” (Genesis 1:20-21). God’s life-giving
command carried with it a blessing, albeit significantly different from that of humankind in that
it did not include the directives to “subdue” or to “rule.”17 Again, apparent and sudden life
appears due to God’s ordinance. Stephen R. Schrader renders the literal phraseology regarding
the water life described in Genesis 1:21 to state, “Let the waters swarm [teem] with swarms of
living creatures.”18 These creatures, given life by the Creator, contained within themselves the
ability to produce further life. According to Bonhoeffer,
God calls it [the creatures] to life. And that God does so, and that what lives belongs to
God now as something that itself creates and lives in an obedience of its own—that is the
new way in which the Creator is glorified by the Creator’s work. God does not will to be
Lord of a dead, eternally unchangeable, subservient world; instead, God wills to be Lord
of life with its infinite variety of forms.19
Bonhoeffer’s accentuation of the Creator’s work is obvious, particularly as he subsequently
compares the power of God to breathe life into his creatures to that which he also displays by
being able to “raise up children to Abraham” from stones, and the calling of “Christ to rise up
from the dead earth.”20 Although life was present in God’s previously created plants and
vegetation, it is on the fifth day that the terminology, “living creatures,” is introduced and that
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the animal world was derived with the capacity to enjoy life.21 This life, designated by God as
being “good,” exists due to the direct hand of the Creator and is therefore responsible to bring to
God the honor and respect that the Creator deserves.22 It seems apparent in the Genesis account
that the rhythmic days of creation, heretofore highlighted by the creatures of the seas and air, are
leading to a culmination of God’s creation week, the subsequent sixth and seventh days
triggering anticipation in the judicious reader.
Day six of the creation week certainly does not disappoint those eager to understand the
apogee of God’s creative prowess—both land animals and human beings are created during this
pinnacle event. Genesis 1:24-25 depicts the creation of “…livestock, creatures that crawl, and the
wildlife of the earth according to their kinds.” Genesis 1:25, additionally, reiterates the critical
notation that each of the types of animals were created by kind, a specific work notably resulting
in God’s declaration that his creation was good.
Genesis 1:26-27, subsequent immediately to God’s creation of the animals, states, “Then
God said, ‘Let us make man in our image, according to our likeness.’ They will rule the fish of
the sea, the birds of the sky, the livestock, the whole earth, and the creatures that crawl on the
earth. So God created man in his own image; he created him in the image of God; he created
them male and female.” Genesis 1:26-27 is conceivably the most enlightening, overarching, two-
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verse statement of God and humankind in the Bible, with the likely exception to John 3:16-17.23
Three key concepts appear in these two short verses: (1) the determinations regarding the terms
“us,” and “our,” (2) the dominion designated to humankind over the remainder of the earth and
all that is in it, and (3) the designation of humankind as being made in the image of God.
Numerous possible explanations have been tendered referencing the pronouns “we” and
“us,” including (1) the terms are references to the Trinity, (2) the terms include concepts carried
over from polytheistic, Ancient Near Eastern mindsets, (3) the terms indicate a plurality of
majestic designations, (4) the terms describe an address to the heavenly court, (5) the terms are
indicative of self-discussion, (6) the terms are addressing a duality of sorts within the Godhead,
or (7) the terms are referencing the Spirit noted in Genesis 1:2.24 Walton prefers the heavenly
court view because such a concept may “...be shown to be current not only in the ancient
worldview, but also in the biblical text.”25 However, theologians John Feinberg and John Davis
disagree with Walton’s assessment. Feinberg proclaims the terms suggest a “plurality” within the
Godhead, noting both the plural Hebrew pronoun Elohim in the writer’s description of God in
addition to a dubious reflection regarding the perception that angels would be consulted in the
creation of humankind.26 Davis, likewise, denotes the terms to be pluralistic in the majestic
sense; that is, God spoke of himself in reference to his attributes of “divine power” and
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essence.27 Given numerous Old Testament passages overtly proclaiming the monotheistic
understanding of the Hebrew God, Ancient New Eastern influence is largely untenable in this
passage. Instead, the designation of Feinberg and Davis is the most apparent choice, particularly
given further biblical revelation which allows the New Testament theologian or believer to
garner initial underpinnings of Trinitarian doctrine.
It is from this Triune God that humankind is derived, specifically noted to be created, in
the male and female forms in the very image of God. Differentiation between humankind and the
rest of creation abounds in that the remainder of creation is notably formed in a subservient state
to the initial human beings of God’s creation. Genesis’s solitary designation of human creation in
God’s image is among the greatest themes in Scripture—humankind becomes the obvious
centerpiece of God’s creation.28
How, then, does one define the declaration of the ‘image of God?’ Similar pondering by
David led to Psalm 8:3-9:
When I observe your heavens, the work of your fingers, the moon and the stars, which
you set in place, what is a human being that you remember him, a son of man, that you
look after him? You made him little less than God and crowned him with glory and
honor. You made him with glory and honor. You made him ruler over the works of your
hands; you put everything under his feet, all the sheep and oxen, as well as the animals in
the wild, the birds of the sky, and the fish of the sea that pass through the current of the
seas. Lord, our Lord, how magnificent is your name throughout the earth!29
David, contemplating the vastness and scope of the heavens and the nightly expanse above him,
extensively wondered at the apparent significance God placed on his created beings. Copious
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subsequent verses spring from this momentous theme including Genesis 5:1 in which the Holy
Spirit inspired a recurrence of Genesis 1:26-27, 1 Corinthians 11:7 in which man is designated as
the “image and glory of God,” and James 3:9 in which the writer concludes Christians should
recall the “likeness” of God when considering the treatment of others.
Is it reasonable to contemplate if such likeness is physical, spiritual, or both? Davis posits
that in Adam’s original created state, it seems probable he had superior intellectual dexterity in
comparison to human beings today, especially noting Adam’s capabilities when naming the
animals.30 This would imply some type of physical or mental proficiencies in association to the
likeness and/or image themes. Enns unequivocally promotes a spiritual sense, noting, “This [the
image of God] does not refer to bodily form, since God is Spirit (John 4:24), but [instead] a
spiritual, natural, and moral likeness.”31 Millard Erickson defines three notable evaluations of the
image question prevalent throughout Christian theological history: (1) the “substantive view,”
the physical, metaphysical, reasonable likeness to God, or a combination thereof, (2) the
“relational view,” the vertical relationship between humankind and God and the horizontal
relationships between human being and human being, and (3) the “functional view,” the human
functionality in which humankind does something.32
Dogmatism or resoluteness within segmentation of the three views seems injudicious in
that Genesis 1:26-27 includes facets of all three views. Though discussion of The Fall will be
prevalent in subsequent renderings within this project, it seems sufficient to note that there were
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almost certainly some physical ramifications. After all, it seems apparent that Adam and Eve
held sophisticated versions of physical and mental capabilities before their purposeful and
idolatrous sin. Additionally, humankind was created with rational prowess significantly higher
than that of the animal kingdom, indicative in the commands to both name and to subdue the
earth’s creatures. Finally, particularly notable within Trinitarian understanding of the passage,
there is relationship between the Persons of the Godhead. Thus, there is relationship between the
Maker and the created; so too, there is relationship between the initial two humans, male and
female. Bonhoeffer descriptively analyzes such relationships, noting humans are free only in
“…the worship of the Creator,” and in “…being-free-for-the-other.”33
Although not likely apparent to the Genesis writer when he recorded the verses,
Christocentric emphasis is paramount within Genesis 1:26-27. It is impossible to understand the
encompassing concept of the image without first understanding the centrality of Christ within the
focal passage. States Bonhoeffer, “Instead the analogia or likeness must be understood very
strictly in the sense that what is like derives its likeness only from the prototype, so that it always
points us only to the prototype itself and is ‘like’ it only in pointing to it in this way.”34 Erickson
notes that is it is with “Jesus’s character and actions” that one may consider the “perfect example
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of what human nature is intended to be.”35 Erickson further characterizes the example of Jesus
Christ, noting, (1) “Jesus had perfect fellowship with the Father,” (2) “Jesus obeyed the Father’s
will perfectly,” and (3) “Jesus always displayed a strong love for humans.”36
Jesus’s perfect examples of character and love are evident throughout the Bible. Given
the previous assertion that Psalm 8 points backward to Genesis 1:26-27, it is also notable that
Psalm 8 points forward to Hebrews 2. It is within Hebrews 2 that the thematic understanding of
Christocentric posterity exudes Jesus Christ’s own humanity, and it is from this humanity that it
is possible for human beings who are made in the image of God to be saved. Thus, the Christ’s
humanity is the encapsulation of Luke 2:10-11: “And the angel said unto them, Fear not: for,
behold, I bring you good tidings of great joy, which shall be to all people. For unto you is born
this day in the city of David a Savior, which is Christ the Lord” (King James Version). Likewise,
N.T. Wright notes, “The [Hebrews] writer then offers clear evidence, in case anyone should
question him, that the coming of Jesus, and the message that came from him, really was a visit
from the King in person.”37
Yet, although he is the King, with extraordinary regularity Jesus referred to himself with
the appellation, “son of man,” eighty-four times in the Gospels.38 Jesus conferred upon himself a
designation not merely meant to align himself with humanity, but to take humanity upon himself.
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Colossians 1:15-20 states,
He is the image of the invisible God, the firstborn over all creation. For everything was
created by him, in heaven and on earth, the visible and the invisible, whether thrones or
dominions or rulers or authorities—all things have been created through him and for him.
He is before all things, and by him all things hold together. He is also the head of the
body, the church; he is the beginning, the firstborn from the dead, so that he might come
to have first place in everything. For God was pleased to have all his fullness dwell in
him, and through him to reconcile everything to himself, whether things on earth or
things in heaven, by making peace through his blood, shed on the cross.
Jesus, the “image of the invisible God,” (Colossians 1:15), is the eternal King, the sole,
eternal Savior in whom those born in his image must be saved. His eternality is unquestioned by
the writer of Hebrews and reaffirmed by Jesus in the first chapter of Revelation, “…I am the
First and the Last, and the Living One. I was dead, but look—I am alive forever and ever, and I
hold the keys of death and Hades” (Revelation 1:17b-18).39 Notes Danny Akin, “Revelation is to
be explored, examined, and embraced, for in it we discover a marvelous message whose theme is
the theme of the Bible: the greatness and the glory of Jesus.”40
Thus, the image of God is conferred upon humankind in and of Jesus Christ, the perfect
example. Jesus the King, fully human and fully divine, consecrated his life to the will of the
Father, to the atonement of humankind, and to the rule over all nature.41 Jesus’s actions are
indicative of his original plan for humankind, his plan for those he has redeemed, and his plan
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for those he will redeem.42 It is in Jesus—and only in Jesus—that the imago Dei theme of
Genesis may be fully realized.43

Theological and Biblical Overview: The Creation Narrative Chapter 2
Upon completion of God’s greatest creative work, the male and female made in his own image,
God “rested” from his work, declaring in the process that the seventh day is “holy” (Genesis 2:14). This rest is a respite of his creative works and is not indicative of an exhausted God, for God
cannot be exhausted.44 Instead, God’s rest is an example of what he expected, and still expects,
of humankind. God’s day of rest, the Sabbath, is a day of completion, holiness, and blessing.45
Assuming Mosaic authorship is correct for the entirety of the Pentateuch, it is especially
noteworthy that the book of Exodus again portrays the integrity and importance of the Sabbath
Day for the Israelites, and by extension, all humankind.
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Moses directly attributes the example of God’s rest on the Sabbath, as recorded in Genesis, to his
correlating directive to the Israelites:
Remember the Sabbath day, to keep it holy: You are to labor six days and do all your
work, but the seventh day is a Sabbath to the LORD your God. You must not do any
work—you, your son or daughter, your male or female servant, your livestock, or the
resident alien who is within your city gates. For the LORD made the heavens and the
earth, the sea, and everything in them in six days; then he rested on the seventh day.
Therefore the LORD blessed the Sabbath day and declared it holy.46
David Jeremiah also aptly notes the correlation between the Genesis and Exodus accounts,
describing the concept of the Sabbath as being integral to Jewish beliefs and differing
extensively with other Ancient Near Eastern nations; indeed, Israel was the only Ancient Near
Eastern nation to specifically celebrate the Sabbath as a holy day.47 An apparent observation
based upon the Exodus account is that the Old Testament Israelites determined the Genesis
account to be a literal seven-day week, simultaneously offering the supreme example of how
Jews were to conduct their weekly lives and how the Israelites were to rest on the Sabbath.
By the time the New Testament age occurred, many Israelites’ understandings of the
Sabbath day, especially the religious leaders, were seemingly far from the originally understood
Law of Exodus. Variations from the Law were not regarding God’s command for the seven-day
week to conclude with a Sabbath day but, instead, with the religious leaders’ genuine worship of
the Creator and the love of God often being far from the crux of the Sabbatical celebration.
Jesus, confronted by such deficient attitudes of the religious leaders, established both his
authority over the Sabbath day and the purpose of the Sabbath day in a single, brilliant analysis,
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“Then he told them, ‘The Sabbath was made for man and not man for the Sabbath. So then, the
Son of Man is Lord even of the Sabbath’” (Mark 2:27-28). The designation Anthropos (man) is
indicative of all humankind; that is, the Lord created the Sabbath for the benefit of all
humankind.48 Robert W. Herron notes, “They [Jesus’s religious accusers] should have been able
to recognize in Jesus, not a breaker of the Sabbath, but the Creator of the Sabbath.”49 Likewise,
the writer of Hebrews at least partially authenticates the Priesthood of Christ through his
Lordship of the Sabbath and through God’s spoken command to rest (Hebrews 4-5). This pattern
of rest is established through Christ and through the believers’ familiarity with Genesis 2:2, in
addition to their understanding of Sabbatical commands found in the Pentateuch.50 The
Christocentric approach of the inspired Hebrews writer concludes the spiritual rest offered by
Jesus Christ is reminiscent of the rest offered to the wayfaring Israelites of the desert, a
parallelism comparing the Hebrews readers to their Jewish forefathers.51 Christ is, therefore,
supreme over the Sabbath just as he is supreme over the original creation.52
Although the initial section of Genesis’s second chapter celebrates the Sabbath and God’s
personal declaration of his “holy” work, the remainder of the second chapter is replete with
references to Genesis 1:26-31 and particularly offers a parenthetical, detailed approach to the
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creation of humankind and humankind’s correlating relationship to its Creator. Genesis 2:7
becomes the foundational cornerstone to anthropomorphic focus; that is, the very life of
humanity begins with the breath of God: “Then the LORD God formed the man out of the dust
from the ground, and breathed the breath of life into his nostrils, and the man became a living
being.” Adam is therefore created and is connected both to the ground from which he came and
to the spirit life of the Creator who breathed into him. Likewise, Eve is soon created from the
man’s rib—no less in God’s image and no less from God’s breath-giving Spirit than that of
Adam—but different in order and purpose of God’s creation. This union of man and woman is
emphatically illustrated within the creative order and purpose of marriage, the man and woman
being defined as that of one flesh (Genesis 2:23-25).53
Jesus, when questioned by caustic Pharisees regarding the question of divorce, brilliantly
responded by explaining marriage and, during his explanation, quoted portions of Genesis 1:27
and 2:24,
But Jesus told them, “He wrote this command for you because of the hardness of your
hearts. But from the beginning of creation God made them male and female. For this
reason a man will leave his father and mother and the two will become one flesh. So they
are no longer two, but one flesh. Therefore what God has joined together, let no one
separate.”54
Jesus’s extraordinary answer to the Pharisees is arguably not only the fulcrum of marital
understanding but also perhaps the principal hinge upon which theologians who hold literal
interpretations of the Genesis 1-3 account most revere; that is, Jesus’s words specifically convey:
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Davis, 78-79. Davis concludes Genesis 2 teaches multiple principles of marriage: (1) Marriage was
instituted by God, (2) Marriage is to be monogamous, (3) Marriage is to be heterosexual, (4) Marriage means the
husband and wife are permanently unified spiritually and physically [as long as both parties live], and (5) Marriage
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(1) The creation of Adam and Eve occurred in the beginning, with a seemingly obvious
implication that there was a beginning of the human species, (2) Jesus’s phraseology “in the
beginning” also indicates there were no humans prior to this couple in the Genesis 1 and 2
accounts, and (3) Jesus’s reference to Moses indicates Jesus’s apparent statement of Mosaic
authorship for both Genesis and Exodus.55 It is altogether unsurprising that Jesus Christ spoke
authoritatively regarding the creation, that he knew the inspired author of the Genesis and
Exodus accounts, and that he spoke unambiguously of the Pharisees’ misapplications and
misunderstandings of the Exodus Law. Jesus Christ, after all, was clearly present in the
beginning according to John 1:1-3: “In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with
God, and the Word was God. He was with God in the beginning. All things were created through
him, and apart from him not one thing was created that has been created.”56
Jesus’s proximity to the creation account from the beginning apparently also reiterates the
specialness of God’s created humans, Adam, and Eve. God did not casually locate his original
human beings; instead, they were carefully placed in Eden, a garden expressly prepared by the
Creator. Eden provided every source of food—plant life—necessary for the sustenance of both
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humans and animals. Notes Davis, “The Creator desired man [humankind] to have ideal living
conditions in which to realize his [their] potential.”57
Genesis 2:8-14 depicts the Garden of Eden with specific physical designations including
trees and rivers: (1) In addition to the trees that God provided to sustain the lives of humankind
and the animals of which they were responsible, two specific trees are mentioned by name—the
tree of life and the tree of the knowledge of good and evil and, (2) Secondly, a great river “went
out” from the garden and subsequently sourced four additional rivers, Pishon, Gihon, Tigris, and
Euphrates. Walton appositely observes that the tree of life is referenced throughout the Bible
(including the last chapter of Revelation), and that it was apparently designed to sustain life.58
The tree of the knowledge of good and evil, conversely, is mentioned only in the Genesis
account, but the ramifications of this tree are extraordinarily far-reaching when The Fall is
recorded in the successive chapter.59 It is in the Genesis creation narrative, however, that trees as
a thematic element begins and continues throughout the Bible, extending even today in numerous
Christian and other cultures.60
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Although scholars of various designations and degrees have discussed and debated
Eden’s rivers and subsequent borders in reference to location, the rivers noted in Genesis’s
narrative are perhaps named to demonstrate a physical reality of Eden as opposed to a precise
location of the garden. Walton additionally states, “All fertility emanates from the presence of
God,” with the apparent preference of illustrating the nearness of God to humankind than Eden’s
location on a map.61 Genesis’s second chapter, regardless of location, concludes with the man
and woman, naked and unashamed, residing as one in the picturesque garden given to them by
God.

Theological and Biblical Overview: The Creation Narrative Chapter 3
Although Adam and Eve received from God a magnificent, sublime home in Eden, incredibly the
initial human beings subsequently submitted to perhaps the greatest act of rebellion in human
history. If the passage of Genesis 3:1-24 were a play, it would be rightfully categorized as a
tragedy of epic proportions. God granted Adam and Eve an almost limitless freedom, ably
provided all the needs of the humans including the tree of life and commanded one—and only
one—prohibition: the humans should not eat from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil.
Conversely, Satan possessed the subtle serpent and beguiled Eve through judiciously crafted
words of deceit, questioning whether God really said the human beings should not partake of the
tree’s fruit.62 Satan’s tactics of manipulation and lies used to deceive Eve are identical to those
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freedom before The Fall, their limits as human beings following The Fall became their shame. States Bonhoeffer,
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he demonstrated—and still demonstrates—throughout the course of time. Jesus’s words to the
Jews, recorded in John 8:44, describe the character of Eve’s tempter: “You are of your father the
devil, and you want to carry out your father’s desires. He was a murderer from the beginning and
does not stand in the truth, because there is no truth in him. When he tells a lie, he speaks from
his own nature, because he is a liar and the father of lies.”63
Eve, the gift of God to Adam, indeed fell first to Satan’s skewed representation of God’s
words and ate of the forbidden tree’s fruit. Eve’s fall does not imply the greater harm; in fact,
Eve was deceived by a “…wolf in sheep’s clothing, Satan in the form of light—that is the figure
that is in keeping with evil.”64 Adam, conversely, was not deceived of Satan but instead
committed idolatry and/or spiritual adultery, preferring his created companion Eve, rather than
intimacy found through an obedient relationship with his Creator.65 Though Adam was not
directly deceived by the serpent, he was, however, seemingly with Eve while she was conversing
with the serpent.66 Thus, Adam and Eve sinned against the Creator, culminating in the
cataclysmic event perpetually known as The Fall.

apart, that human beings live in it without a limit, and so as one, yet always with hatred against the limit, and so as
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Results of The Fall cannot be easily overstated; indeed, remarkably catastrophic events
are immediately conveyed in the biblical text, and both physical and spiritual consequences
immediately occurred for humankind. Additional cataclysmic physical ramifications
immediately ensued for the animal kingdom, the earth, and the serpent.67 Adam and Eve, naked
and ashamed, attributed their repulsive actions to others, i.e., Eve blamed the serpent for her
newfound woes and Adam cast guilt upon his wife.68 God responded, interestingly, by conceding
the enemy’s attack from the serpent and subsequently cursed the serpent to a life of crawling and
consumption of dust.69 Adam was remanded to a lifetime of labor working an earth that was
cursed; Eve was levied with painful childbearing and a strange, new relationship with her
husband.70 The Fall was the initial great exchange; that is, Adam’s and Eve’s glorious lives
positioned in a magnificent garden and in intimate relationship to God were exchanged for
curses—life for death, freedom for bondage, comfort for sweat and agony. Adam and Eve
garnered considerable spiritual penalties as well; that is, the spiritual implications of their
rebellious act immeasurably altered their lives. Towns notes five spiritual consequences of the
couple’s sin: (1) Original righteousness was replaced with a “disposition to evil;” (2) Given the
loss of original righteousness, guilt became a resulting outcome; (3) A sinful nature began in
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earnest; (4) The image of God was altered; and (5) Spiritual death became the separator between
God and the couple, accompanied by the immediate physical deterioration of their bodies
(especially given their lack of access to the tree of life).71
Adam’s act of rebellion, though, is not simply confined to the original two humans
created by God in that all subsequent humans have also rebelled in analogous manner, being
born into the world preferring the darkness of sin to the nearness of God.72
Romans 5:12-14 directly describes the uniform manifestations of Adam’s fall for all people:
Therefore, just as sin entered the world through one man, and death through sin, in this
way death spread to all people, because all sinned. In fact, sin was in the world before the
law, but the sin is not charged to a person’s account when there is no law. Nevertheless,
death reigned from Adam to Moses, even those who did not sin in the likeness of Adam’s
transgression. He is a type of the Coming One.
Stanley Horton further states of the Romans 5 message,
The section of verses 12-21 is an analogy of contrast between the disobedience of Adam
resulting in universal death and the obedience of Christ Jesus making eternal life possible
for all human beings. The main point of the passage is to show that just as the death of all
rests on Adam, so the righteousness of all rests on Jesus Christ. “Death” in verse 12 refers
specifically to physical death, as seen in verses 6-8, 10, 14, and 17. Spiritual death
includes eternal damnation in hell. Jesus did not die spiritually, nor do infants…”73
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Thus, Adam’s sin was imputed with both physical and spiritual ramifications to the entire
human race, notably meaning physical death is an absolute for every person (unless Jesus returns
before a person’s death) and that each person has been separated by God through sin.74 The
universal effects of guilt and separation (from God) were and remain massive:
The tempter promised that eating the fruit would open Adam’s and Eve’s eyes, but he did
not say what they would see. They saw themselves as sinners devoid of their original
beauty. They saw good and evil only from the standpoint of sinners, from the rockbottom level of corruption. They became like God in that their natures were fixed, but
God was confirmed in holiness while they were confirmed in sinfulness. They now
experienced the dilemma which the apostle Paul described so eloquently: “For the good
that I would, I do not: but the evil which would not, that I do” (Romans 7:19). In other
words, they knew good but were unable to do it; they also knew evil but were unable to
resist it. This is what depravity is all about; this is the human dilemma.75
Even with this basic level of understanding regarding The Fall, however, it remains unlikely that
Adam, and arguably the Mosaic-era Israelites, understood the overt ramifications of the original
sin or the atonement necessary for that sin and for all sin.76 God graciously offered, as recorded
in Genesis 3:15, his own astounding plan to overcome said sin.77
God’s plan to overcome sin, even in the Genesis narrative, is Christocentric. Genesis
3:15, renowned throughout the church, termed the protoevangelium (the first Gospel), and
proclaimed by the LORD God states, “I will put hostility between you and the woman, and
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between your offspring and her offspring. He will strike your head, and you will strike his
heel.”78 God promised a male Savior who would become the mediator and redeemer of all
humankind from the lineage of the mother of all the living, Eve,79 and who would strike a fatal
blow to the enemy, Satan, in the process.80 Ultimate redemption through the genealogy of the
woman was realized through the cross of Jesus Christ, a promise not fully fathomed by the first
couple but comprehended by their progeny generations later.81
Romans 5:18-19, which contrasts the first Adam (of the Genesis narrative) to the second
Adam (Jesus Christ), reiterates the contrast of the sinfulness of Adam and his descendants (the
entire human race) to the obedience of Jesus Christ; that is, through the first man sin created a
human dilemma that only the perfect lifeblood of the Living God could overcome.82 Romans
5:20-21 subsequently expounds upon the increase in sin through multiplied transgression of the
Law by the progenies of the first Adam that is overcome by the overwhelming sufficiency and
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grace of the second Adam: “The law came along to multiply the trespass. But where sin
multiplied, grace multiplied even more so that, just as sin reigned in death, so also grace will
reign through righteousness, resulting in eternal life through Jesus Christ our Lord.”83
Grace is possible only through Christ’s solitary atonement, through the One who did not
partially become human, but rather, who became “completely” human for the sake of humanity
in its entirety.84 Erickson appropriately determined that though Jesus, as God, did not have to die,
he obediently did so as the perfect human in atonement for the deaths of all imperfect humans.85
Christ’s atonement—his covering—is perhaps represented in the clothing made of skins that God
provided after The Fall to Adam and Eve, which are the first recorded animal deaths specifically
noted in the Bible.86 This skin offering by God covered the first couple’s nakedness and shame,
seemingly and symbolically preserving some level of order within humanity until the work of
Christ on the cross.87 States Bonhoeffer, “God’s new action with humankind is to uphold and
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preserve humankind in its fallen world, in its fallen orders, for death—for the resurrection, for
the new creation, for Christ.”88
Overtones of both the curses and the blessings proclaimed within Genesis 3:15 are
evident throughout time. Walton, recalling the martyred Cassie Bernall of Columbine High
School fame, the young lady who courageously—in the very face of evil—affirmed her
confident belief in God, states, “The heel strikes of evil ones sometimes targets individuals, and
the blow can still kill.”89 Walton additionally notes societal ills such as partial-birth abortion as
acts of destruction that defy the very dignity of human life.90 Still, God, within Genesis 3:15 and
reaffirmed by Romans 5:18-21, pronounces his ultimate victory over even the most grievous
sin.91 The Old Testament Jews’ confidence in God’s redemptive promise is apparent throughout
Scripture, including in many of their songs (Psalms); that is, there is obvious reliance on the
mercy of God. For example, the Penitential Psalms commonly appeal to the grace and
redemption of God in relation to the promises he made to his people, Israel.92 Likewise, Ezekiel
emphatically noted the faithfulness of God and his redemptive plan (18:30-32):
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Therefore, house of Israel, I will judge each one of you according to his ways. This is the
declaration of the LORD GOD. “Repent and turn from all your rebellious acts, so they will
not become a sinful stumbling block to you. Throw off all the transgressions you have
committed, and get yourselves a new heart and a new spirit. Why should you die, house
of Israel? For I take no pleasure in anyone’s death.” This is the declaration of the LORD
GOD. “So repent and live!”
Gordon Wenham concludes that the Israelite’s Psalmists, in addition to Ezra and Nehemiah,
confessed both personal and societal sin, and understood that God promised to provide covering
for both.93 Simply stated, redemption in the (then) future Messiah was incredibly prevalent in
Judeo culture and integral to the entire belief system of Israel.94 The protoevangelium is so
fundamental to all Judeo-Christian beliefs that Davis notes, “Needless to say, it is impossible to
understand the rest of the Bible without understanding Genesis 3. God’s intricate plan of
redemption fulfilled in Christ is meaningless if the events of Genesis 3 are not historical.”95
Thus, by the end of the Genesis 3 narrative, the first couple of Eden, apparently holding on in
some way to the promise of the protoevangelium and its redemptive plan, were physically
covered by the LORD GOD and driven away from Eden.
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Historical Interpretation of Genesis 1-3: Early Thought
That God desires his people to know him and his creative handiworks is ostensibly incontestable
from a biblical evaluation. Ezekiel’s account regarding the Valley of Dry Bones (37:1-14) brims
with God’s creative proficiency and the Spirit’s inimitable ability to breathe life into that which
is dead, echoing God’s initial works of life as recorded in Genesis 2:7.96 God’s unique ability to
breathe life into humankind and the correlating purpose for doing so are expressed personally by
the LORD: “I will put my Spirit in you, and you will live, and I will settle you in your own land.
Then you will know that I am the LORD. I have spoken, and I will do it. This is the declaration of
the LORD.”97
Likewise, even within the context of human suffering, God’s entreaty has been for people
to understand that all life was created by the LORD; that is, God’s personal proclamation of his
sovereign rights and abilities was declared to Job through a recounting of God’s creative acts—
including the very formation of the earth.98 In the book of Job, God’s description of his creation
of the horse, for example, is so impactful and poetically astounding that it was used as the
opening lines in the movie, Secretariat.99 Job’s conclusive understanding was significantly more
profound than that of a movie: Job realized the “ignorance” of his prayerful assertions offered
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prior to God’s clarifications regarding creation and stated, “…Surely I spoke about things I did
not understand, things too wonderful for me to know.”100 Notes Michael Grisanti, “God
reminded Job that He created the world to operate in a theocentric fashion rather than an
anthropocentric one…The suffering believer must learn to live by faith in the sovereign Creator
and Ruler of the cosmos, for His rule is righteous and wise.”101
Systematic revelation regarding the creation narrative, then, is seemingly unswerving and
harmonious throughout the Canon, culminating in the Johannine rendering of the Revelation
from Jesus Christ.102 Johannine authorship is momentous especially due to his description of
Jesus as the Creator of the original creation in addition to his final depiction of Jesus as the
restorer of Paradise.103 States Hindson,
In the Genesis record, Moses tells us that all was lost in the Garden of Eden when Adam
and Eve sinned. They were banished from the tree of life. Death stalked their heels until
they succumbed to the grim reaper. From the very moment they sinned, they began to
die—physically and spiritually. Walter Scott writes, “Thus Moses and John bridge
sixteen centuries, and clasp hands in one united testimony to the truth of Holy
Scripture.”104
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Thus, John is the pivotal human New Testament witness to the advent of Christ as Creator and to
the prophesy of Christ as the restorer of Eden.105 Based upon the recorded words of Revelation,
the curse will be eradicated, saved people will again have access to the tree of life, and Paradise
will once again be restored.106 Notes John regarding both the mighty angel of Revelation 10:6
and the Christ to whom the mighty angel referred, “He swore by the one who lives forever and
ever, who created heaven and what is in it, the earth and what is in it, and the sea and what is in
it…” Feinberg, regarding the previous verse in addition to the overarching biblical creation
theme states,
Clearly, God is the creator of all, and certain things follow from this truth. Because the
true and living God created all things, he doesn’t dwell in temples made with hands, nor
is he served with human hands as though he needs anything (Acts 17:24-25). Moreover,
because he created all things, he deserves all glory (Revelation 4:11); since he is creator
of all, we should worship him! (Revelation 14:7).107
Christendom overwhelmingly agrees with Feinberg’s sentiment regarding the Creator.108
This opinion is unsurprising given the consuming belief among the Jews regarding their
monotheistic Creator, including the biblical authors.109 For example, the light thematic of
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Genesis’s first chapter and the correlating length of the creation days have been weighed and
discussed among Jews for centuries. Jewish scholar and Rabbi, Zev Farber, states,
This problem [light on the earth prior to the creation of the sun] is often touted as proof
that this text is an allegory and not to be taken literally…Admittedly, the impossibility of
the creation account, which bears no resemblance in its understanding of the universe to
modern notions, is only a problem for modern, scientifically minded people.
Nevertheless, the contradiction between day one and day four was apparent to traditional
[Jewish] commentaries for millennia.110
Farber furthermore notes several Jewish systems of belief regarding the light narrative of
Genesis 1, including:
(1) The Buried Light: The Babylonian Talmud suggests that God originally created a
very special light on day one, but that He hid that light and replaced it with sunlight
because he saw that people would be too sinful to deserve the original special light; (2)
Unfixed Lights: The same Talmudic passage records an alternative explanation, that the
light created on day one and day four are identical…According to this [theory], the light
of the first day is the same as the lights of the fourth day. All God does on the fourth day
is fix the orbits of luminaries. Before this, apparently, the orbits were erratic; (3) The
Replaced Original Light: The 19th century Ukrainian commentator known as Malbim
(Meir Leibush ben Yehiel Michel Wisser, 1809-1879) offers a complicated two-step
process in which the light is created on day one but is only gathered up and stored in the
sun on day four (Genesis 1:14); (4) The Lights as Signs for Humans: The eleventh
century peshat commentator Rashbam (Samuel ben Meir, 1085-1158) offers a reading
much closer to the spirit of the biblical text, emphasizing v. 14’s notion that these lights
are meant to function as timekeepers for humans, and; (5) The Firmament Blocks the
Light: The interpretation that seems to come the closest to understanding the “science”
behind the Torah’s description here is that of the peshat commentator.111
Although Farber lists numerous Jewish theories of creation, specifically regarding he
light thematic and the length of days within the creation narrative, he concludes that the
overriding and preponderant thought process within Jewish circles is that of the traditional view
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(twenty-four-hour days).112 Messianic Jewish theologian Michael Rydelnik, likewise, determines
that “precedence should be given to the biblical text” when the meaning of Genesis 1 “seems to
run contrary to the theories or conclusions of contemporary science.”113 Thus, it seems that the
conclusive view of Jewish thought is that of the traditional version with accompanying proper
recognition that various Jews have questioned such thoughts throughout the centuries.
Beyond numerous Jewish hypotheses regarding creation throughout the centuries in
addition to the biblical writers’ comprehension of the Genesis narrative, disparate beliefs
concerning the creation narrative originated among some early church fathers and the reformers
and continue to proliferate among theologians, scientists, and other believers, with such
contentions particularly intensifying since the Darwinian theory of evolution arrived on the
scene.114 Espousing one of the earliest recorded variant views regarding creation, the philosopher
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Philo (circa 20 B.C.-50 A.D.) attributed an allegorical perspective to the Scriptures.115 Philo,
when speaking to a Jewish audience, asked, and subsequently answered the question,
Why does Moses, revolving and considering the creation of the world, say: “This is the
book of the generation of heaven and earth, when they were created?” (Genesis 2:4). The
expression, “when they were created,” indicates as it seems an indeterminate time not
accurately described. But this argument will confute those authors who calculate a certain
number of years reduced to one, from the time when it is possible that the world may
have been created.116
Clement of Alexandria (circa 150-215 A.D.)117 also specifically addressed the days of the
Genesis creation narrative in an allegorical sense, echoing Philo in his philosophical
understanding of Scripture:
For the creations on the different days followed in a most important succession; so that
all things brought into existence might have honour from priority, created together in
thought, but not being of equal worth. Nor was the creation of each signified by the
voice, inasmuch as the creative work is said to have made them at once. For something
must needs have been named first. Wherefore those things were announced first, from
which came those that were second, all things being originated together from one essence
by one power. For the will of God was one, in one identity. And how could creation take
place in time, seeing time was born along with things which exist.118
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Origen (circa 185-253 A.D.), in similar fashion to Clement, embraced certain allegorical
perspectives regarding the creation days of Genesis but also provided interesting additional
caveats to such views—Origen believed the world to be less than ten thousand years old and also
believed in a literal Noahic Flood.119
Arguably the furthermost renowned early church father was Augustine of Hippo (circa
354-430 A.D.).120 Dissimilar to his predecessors Philo and Clement, Augustine was both a
theologian and a pastor and wrote and spoke passionate treatises which influenced subsequent
greats such as Calvin, Khaldoun, “and virtually every amateur and professional philosopher of
the last 1,500 years.”121 Augustine’s specific determination regarding Genesis 2:4 was that the
Genesis creation event took place instantaneously. Augustine’s allegorical interpretation of the
overarching Genesis narrative was seemingly influenced by his earlier Platonic studies.122 Still,
like Origen, Augustine believed the world to be less than ten thousand years old, and also
believed in a literal Noahic Flood.123
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Notes Augustine,
For if eternity and time are rightly distinguished by this, that time does not exist without
some movement and transition, while in eternity there is no change, who does not see that
there could have been no time had not some creature been made, which by some motion
could give birth to change—the various parts of which motion and change, as they cannot
be simultaneous, succeed one another—and thus, in these shorter or longer intervals of
duration, time would begin?124
Augustine, like other early church allegorists regarding Genesis, certainly did not strictly
maintain a literal twenty-four-hour day thought process regarding creation, but neither did he
apparently attribute long ages to the Genesis narrative. Instead, his attributions regarding the
creation narrative were remarkably Christocentric, including his Easter sermon of 399 A.D.: “
‘And God said’ (Genesis 1:3). To whom did God say? Before any creature was made, was there
anyone to hear? ‘There was,’ he says. My question is: who? ‘The Son himself.’”125
Numerous other early church fathers were extensively or entirely literalists regarding the
Genesis narrative; however, like the allegorists Augustine and Origen, the literalists were
Christocentric in their deliberation. Notes Wynand de Beer, “Some of the patristic thinkers
interpreted the scriptural text quite literally, such as Basil of Caesarea [circa 330-379 A.D.] in his
seminal homilies on the Hexaemeron [initial six days of creation]. Critical of allegory, the Basil
declared: ‘For me grass is grass, plant, fish, wild beast, domestic animal, I take all in the literal
sense.’”126 Ephrem the Syrian (circa 306-373 A.D.), John Chrysostom (circa 347-407 A.D.), and
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John of Damascus (circa 675-749 A.D.) all preferred a stringent literal view of Genesis 1,127 as
purportedly did the preponderance of the early Patristic fathers including Josephus (circa 37-100
A.D.).128 Regardless of predilection regarding a literal or allegorical reading of the Genesis
narrative, seemingly almost all of the Patristic fathers, including Origen, associated John 1:1 with
Genesis 1:1.129 Ambrose of Milan summarily exuded the Patristic fathers’ conclusive
understanding, “…In this beginning, that is, in Christ, God created heaven and earth.”130
Although philosophical musings from the greats such as Plato and Aristotle (circa 385323 B.C.) significantly influenced thinking within the early church, credal approaches including
the Nicene Creed and the Apostles Creed overwhelmingly indicate an embrace of Christocentric
acceptance of the Genesis narrative throughout the first five centuries of the church era
(Appendices C and D).131 However, during the medieval period, allegorical reasoning became
somewhat normative among many theologians, with Origenian and Augustinian conceptions still
considerably influential on the medieval church.132 It is conceivable, then, that early allegorical
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questioning of the Genesis narrative befell a cost (repercussion) of later allegorical evaluations of
the Scriptures in general.133
As allegorical understanding of Scripture throughout the middle ages increased, so too
did the rise of Catholicism in association to varied governmental entities.134 By the 1400s, the
“schism” between Benedict XIII and Gregory XII led to the Roman cardinals breaking away
from their Pope and instead embracing the overtures of the Avignon party.135 Historian Gusto
Gonzalez concludes the church was in a “sorry state,” bereft of unity within the body.136 Into this
vacuous state of affairs sprang the Renaissance, and from it, humanism was born.137 Humanism
developed into a system regarding the ways that ideas and notions were acquired and articulated,
as opposed to a system consisting of substantive philosophies.138 Eventually reformers such as
Calvin, Luther, Zwingli, and others determined the need to return to writings of antiquity,
eventually emerging with the concept of sola scriptura (by Scripture alone).139 Joel Beeke notes
of the reformers, “When God brought the Reformation to the church in the 16th century, one great
effect was the return to the literal sense of the Bible. For centuries the church had muddied the
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waters of biblical interpretation by giving each text four meanings, as if the Bible consisted
entirely of spiritual parables.”140
It is apparent the reformers’ return to literal understanding impacted their assessments of
the Genesis creation narrative. Notable reformers William Tyndale (circa 1494-1536 A.D.),
Martin Luther (circa 1483-1546 A.D.), John Calvin (circa 1509-1564 A.D.), and Peter Martyr
Vermigli (circa 1499-1562 A.D.) all held literal six-day, twenty-four-hours per day perspectives
of Genesis’s creation week.141 Stated Tyndale, “The Scripture hath but one sense, which is the
literal sense.”142 Luther’s determination that the Word of God convened authority over the
doctrines and theology of the Catholic church was fundamentally drawn from John 1:1, which
describes Jesus Christ as the Word of God incarnate.143 Thus, Luther and his fellow reformers
ushered in a literal view of the Holy Scriptures in relation to the Christ and correlated this
Christocentric thesis to their overarching view of the Genesis creation narrative.
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Historical Interpretation of Genesis 1-3: Latter Thought
Little exaggeration may be observed in the declaration that, subsequent to the Reformation and
the First and Second Great Awakenings, Charles Darwin’s theory of evolution has ostensibly
prompted more noteworthy acclaim, disunity, and costs within the Christian church than perhaps
any other topic or colloquy.144 Ker Than describes Darwin’s theory as the “…process by which
organisms change over time as a result of changes in heritable physical or behavioral traits.”145
Notes Brian Richmond of the American Museum of Natural History in New York City, “All life
on Earth is connected and related to each other.”146
Although Darwin apparently did not personally dismiss all possibility of divine origin,
Christian historian Mark Noll observes,
Yet Darwin’s Origin [of Species] soon became a symbol of science proceeding on its own
without reference to a Creator. Furthermore, a new class of professional scientists
employed by governments and universities worked energetically and rapidly to show why
their systematic research qualified them to replace amateur naturalists, many of whom
had been clergymen, in providing definitive information about what the natural world
was really like.147
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The costs associated with Darwin’s theory are extraordinary. States historian Douglas Sweeney,
By the late nineteenth century, the intellectual ground had begun to shift under the feet of
mainline Protestant officials, placing them closer than ever before to the forces of
naturalism and modernism. Doubt and even fear began to spread within the churches, as
traditional, supernaturalistic views of God and the world gave way to modern, naturalistic
criticism…By the end of the nineteenth century, avant-garde theology teachers raced to
appropriate his [Darwin’s] views (and those of other evolutionists), rejecting the history
of Adam, Eve, the Garden of Eden, Noah’s flood, the tower of Babel, and most of the rest
of Genesis 1-11.148
In a nation (the United States) in which the 1777 New England Primer began its alphabet
training, “A: In ADAM’s fall, we sinned all,”149 Horace Mann, “the father of American public
schools,” argued just generations later that public schools should teach “facts” and that the home
and church are the places for “faith” to be taught.150 Significant contrasts such as those noted
between the New England Primer and the philosophy of Horace Mann are even more remarkable
when considering John Milton’s earlier statement in 1644, “The end, then, of learning is to repair
the ruins of our first parents by regaining to know God aright, and out of that knowledge to love
Him, to imitate Him, to be like Him.”151 Thus, it is apparent that early education in America was
grounded upon Judeo-Christian values—a worldview in which Scriptures were the overarching
factor and background for all learning.
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Christian educator Larry Taylor defines a worldview as being rooted in Immanuel Kant’s
German word Weltanschauung which consists of a set of presuppositions based both upon
concepts and a “fundamental orientation of the heart.”152 Observes Taylor,
The ancient Hebrew view of the heart was that it was the core of human personality,
intellect, and religious life (Proverbs 2:6, 10; Exodus 4:14; 1 Chronicles 29:18). We also
see that in the New Testament the heart is designated as the center of human affections,
spiritual life, and intellect (John 14:1; Acts 8:21; Romans 1:21). The summary point for
parents, and anyone else who has responsibilities for training children, is that our
children’s hearts must be considered when understanding the definition of worldview.153
Glen Schultz furthermore proclaims significant change in the American worldview:
The colonists wanted to see education develop individuals who were strong in the
Christian life. Soon the Bible and reason became equal in value in determining what was
true, while science joined God as the essence of reality. Over the years, we have
digressed to the point where New Age thinking is now the essence of reality, and
experience determines truth. By new age thinking, I mean the belief that every person
becomes his own god. The result of this shift is that there is an effort to achieve political
correctness and immorality (the world calls it amorality) as the most important outcomes
from education (emphases this author’s [Schultz’s]).154
Darwinism is strikingly apathetic from a theological purview, seemingly possessing insignificant
systematic dexterity in view of the Genesis narrative. To embrace Darwinism is to require
allegorical understanding of the Mosaic text.
Educational repercussions occurred almost immediately following the release of
Darwin’s theory, an observation especially concerning for those who claim a literal view of the
creation narrative. Darwinism, then, arguably offered the weightiest rallying point in American
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history for people who desired a separation of the Bible from the classroom, with Darwin’s
theory significantly augmented by the revolutionary educational perspectives of those such as
John Dewey and Mann.155 Acceptance of Darwinism and a departure from biblical teaching
within the public school system, in turn, has ostensibly reshaped American society and results in
direct attacks on biblical principles—including those found in the Genesis creation narrative. In a
scathing attack within the generally liberal Huffington Post, Steve McSwain stringently argues
steps the church must take to stay alive:
(1) First, if the Church wishes to have any kind of viable future, it must stop pretending
the Bible is an infallible book written by God and dictated through Divinely-inspired
inerrant writers, (2) Second, the Church will have to end its losing war with science,
biology, and anthropology, if it expects to have any kind of reputable future, and (3)
Third, the church has lost its war against gender and race and sex and the discrimination
it has waged in those contexts for decades.156
Infallibility of Scripture, acceptance of the biblical narrative regarding anthropology, and a
biblically-inspired concept of marriage and sexuality—all are fair game in McSwain’s
naturalistic worldview and all are indictive of many Americans’ value systems. Evidenced by
substantial changes within numerous Christian denominations, it seems new worldviews that are
increasingly consistent with evolutionary science are indicative of an immense shift in creation
and origin understanding within the ecumenical church.157 For example, the Catholic Church has
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widely embraced the integration of theology and the theory of macroevolution, particularly since
1950 when Pope Pius XII determined there is no “intrinsic conflict between Christianity and
evolution.”158 George Dvorsky states of the Catholic stance, “And in fact, the Roman Catholic
Church has recognized Darwinian evolution for the past 60 years. Pope Pius XII openly rejected
Intelligent Design and Young Earth Creationism, saying the two preceding systems of
understanding ‘pretends to be science.’”159 Colin Schultz, in 2014, noted that like Pope Pius XII,
Pope Francis believes Darwinian evolution and the Big Bang are “real.”160
Within Protestant circles, the United Methodist Church is apparently the largest
congregation which officially accepts evolution as a viable entity within creation and origin
matters: “We preclude science from making authoritative claims about theological issues and
theology from making authoritative claims about scientific issues. We find that science’s
descriptions of cosmological, geological, and biological evolution are not in conflict with
theology.”161 The Southern Baptist Convention, the largest Protestant denomination in the United
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States,162 also encountered significant issues within two of its seminaries in the 1960s, primarily
a result of an influential professor, Ralph Elliott, and his allegorically minded publication, The
Message of Genesis.163 Repercussions of this publication were immediate and continued through
the early 1980s until the “Conservative Resurgence” captured the imagination and hearts of
Southern Baptists across the nation.164 Newman Antonson, ostensibly representing the thought
processes of many Southern Baptist pastors in response to Elliott’s work, said, “If [Elliott] wants
to hold and teach liberal views that is his prerogative, but for him to accept the salary which
comes from the Cooperative Program money from people that believe in the inerrant, infallible
authority of the Bible is certainly out of line.”165
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Controversy surrounding science, evolution, the literalness of Genesis, and other creation
and origin concerns also recently occurred within the world’s largest Pentecostal denomination,
the Assemblies of God,166 resolution of which arrived through the 2014 conservative revision of
the Doctrine of Creation167 which was a replacement for the highly controversial 2010 version.168
Notes the Assemblies’ most recent rendition:
Christians historically have believed that “all truth is God’s truth.” God reveals
himself finally and authoritatively in the Scriptures, His special revelation. In a
subsidiary but nonconflicting way, He also reveals himself in the general revelation
of His created order. Not surprisingly, many scientists have observed that the
universe is fine-tuned to be capable of supporting life. There are many constants,
which differing even slightly, would make life as we know it impossible. These
observations are consistent with the testimony of the ancient Psalmist, “The heavens
declare the glory of God; the skies proclaim the work of his hands. Day after day
they pour forth speech; night after night they display knowledge. ... Yet their voice
goes out into all the earth, their words to the ends of the world” (Psalm 19:1–2,4). 169
Conspicuously absent from the Assemblies’ most recent version is any endeavor to equate
scientific, natural, or general revelation to that of the special revelation of Scripture.
Instead, the Assemblies’ 2014 rendering notably subordinates all other revelation to that of
God’s “special revelation” found solitarily in the Bible. 170
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In addition to preferences, contentions, and outright hostilities located within
denominational realms, manifold systems of belief regarding the creation narrative have sprung
to life since Darwinism’s approbation into Christian thought. Many of these systems have been
orchestrated to reconcile the truthfulness of Scripture with general scientific understanding
today. In addition to evolutionary creation as previously noted within Catholic and Methodist
circles, another well-established system embraced by theologians in the past one hundred years is
that of the Gap (Ruin and Restoration) View. Gap View advocates believe Genesis 1:2 and the
remainder of the Genesis creation narrative indicate a restoration of the world, as opposed to an
ex nihilo interpretation.171 Adherents of this belief system routinely attribute earth age to the fall
of Lucifer and the subsequent chaos which ensued, a purported catastrophic event which caused
the world to exist in ruin before God’s restoration of existing materials.172 Gap View advocates
particularly emphasize the Hebrew words tohu (formless) and bohu (void) in Genesis 1:2 and
correlate these words to “something that has been corrupted, wasted, and/or judged (e.g.,
Deuteronomy 32:10; Isaiah 24:10, 49:4).”173 Additionally, Gap View advocates note distinction
between the words bara (to create) and asah (to remake) found throughout the Genesis
narrative.174
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The Gap View was originally popularized by the Scottish preacher and theologian
Thomas Chalmers175 but it is arguably the old Scofield Reference Bible which most popularized
the view among evangelicals.176 Potential costs of the Gap View include: (1) the generally
accepted ex nihilo interpretation of the Genesis narrative within theological circles is not possible
with the Gap View perspective, (2) the interpretation of Gap View adherents regarding the
Hebrew words tohu and bohu seems contextually unlikely. There is no suggestion within the
Genesis narrative that tohu and bohu are indicative of judgment and Gap View advocates’
attempt to harmonize Isaiah 34:11 and Jeremiah 4:23 does not correlate to Genesis 1:2 in any
reasonable contextual perspective,177 (3) ruin prior to Genesis 1:2 suggests substantial death prior
to Adam and Eve, The Fall, and the results of sin, which is a noteworthy departure from typical
exegesis regarding Romans 5, and (4) pre-Adamite people are sometimes included within the
beliefs of some Gap View adherents, a highly unlikely scenario given the views of the New
Testament authors, including Jesus and Paul, regarding the first Adam. Moreover, the Old
Testament trend regarding God’s judgment included a remnant of people left behind—a stark
difference from the perspective of pre-Adamite and/or Gap View advocates. Given that many
evangelicals have apparently abandoned the Gap View in the past two decades, it stands to
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reason that other systems of belief, including the Day Age and Young Earth views, would
become more widely accepted.

Day Age View
Cognizing that the Hebrew word yom (day) in the Genesis narrative indicates an extended time
period, Day Age adherents conceptually argue that geological and fossil evidences substantiate
such an assessment.178 Astrophysicist Hugh Ross, founder, and president of Reasons to Believe
and arguably the most notable Day Age proponent in ecumenical circles today, notes of the word
yom:
In contrast to English the vocabulary size in biblical Hebrew is tiny. If one discounts the
names of people and places, biblical Hebrew contains only about three thousand words.
Consequently, most nouns in biblical Hebrew possess multiple “literal definitions” or
common usages. The Hebrew noun, yom, translated “day” in Genesis 1 is no exception. It
has four distinct literal definitions: (1) part of the daylight hours; for example, from noon
to 3 PM, (2) all of the daylight hours, (3) a 24-hour period, and (4) a long but finite time
period.179
Ross’s assessment of a “literal” understanding regarding the Genesis narrative seems
momentous; that is, Day Agers consider their belief system to be apposite as a literally
interpretive analysis of the biblical record.180 Feinberg notably reminds his readers that “Day
Age theories come in many varieties,” augmenting such understandings by recalling early church
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fathers, including Irenaeus, who believed the Genesis narrative’s “days” may have been more
lengthy than twenty-four-hour periods of time.181 Additional appellations for the Day Age
system include “progressive creation” and/or a “concordist” view (a position widely known as
the attempt to harmonize Scripture with scientific understanding).182
Integral to Day Age systematic beliefs is the construction of the two-books model; that is,
Day Age adherents demonstrate the propensity to bridge together “the book of nature” and “the
book of Scripture.”183 Francis Bacon purportedly referred to such a concept in the early 1600s,
referring to the two books as “the book of God’s Words” and “the book of God’s Works.”184
Groothuis, furthermore, states, “God is the Author of both the Bible and creation, and since God
is the God of truth, these two books will not contradict each other.”185
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Notes Ross,
The goal of constructive integration is to show that the more we learn about the Bible and
nature’s record, the more compelling a case we can present not only for God’s existence
but also for His identity. Constructive integrationists also seek to clearly show that the
words of Scripture and facts of nature come to us from the same divine Source, and
together they present a trustworthy picture of God’s attributes, including His special care
for humanity. Toward this end, constructive integrationists seek to develop a worldview
consistent with all sixty-six books of the Bible and all disciplines of science. In other
words, they pursue a fully integrated understanding of God’s two “books,” Scripture and
nature.186
Significant differentiation from the Young Earth arrangement regarding the creation days is
therefore altogether unsurprising given Day Age advocates’ views regarding the two books
within God’s revelatory system. Day Agers’ willingness to equate general revelation to special
revelation is central to their discernment of the Genesis narrative’s creation days—there is an
openness to reorganization of the Genesis text in consideration of their scientific understanding.
Ross specifically determines Genesis 1 to be a “highlight reel” which simply lists God’s “divine
interventions” in the creation process, as opposed to a detailed rendering of the creation week.187
Day one of creation proffered the occasion in which light began to shine through the
“debris that had previously kept light from coming through;” that is, the sun was definitively able
to be observed on the earth.188 Notes Ross, “With sunlight now penetrating Earth’s atmosphere
(and its surrounding debris cloud), the day-night cycle became detectable on Earth’s surface.
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Light had existed and Earth had been rotating since its beginning, but ‘day’ and ‘night’ had now
become distinctly discernible (Genesis 1:5).”189 With this understanding in mind, Day Age
advocates determine the Big Bang to be, in most respects, viable within the Christian purview.190
Thus, Day Age advocates’ understanding of debris clouds are generally explained with the Big
Bang as a supporting model of such interpretation.
Day two of creation within the Day Age archetype includes the development of a “stable,
abundant water cycle,” i.e., the “life-sustaining” liquid apparatus which avoided glaciation and
vaporization solely due to God’s finely-tuned manufacturing (asa) of the earth’s “atmosphere
with its intricately balanced water cycle.”191 Notes Ross, “The stage is now set—with light
available for photosynthesis, with water available in all its forms and in appropriate ratios, and
with surface temperatures modulated within a limited range—for the next major development in
the creation drama.”192
Day three dramatically introduced dry land upon the earth with solid ground, heretofore
under water, with silicates having ascended to the point that observable dry land came into
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being.193 Ross determines that the physical evidence of Earth’s landmass is indicative of a
growth from zero percent to over twenty-nine percent of the world’s surface “over a period of
4.56 billion years.”194 Ross further posits that “vegetation” (deshe) in Genesis 1:11 suggests the
earliest land vegetation began to grow over time on the third day, as opposed to mature seedbearing plants and fruit trees.195
Day four of the creation narrative, as related in Genesis 1:14, demonstrates that “…the
Sun, Moon, and stars became distinctly visible from Earth’s surface for the first time.”196 Notes
James Skillen,
God's creation days are nothing like our days, for they establish both our days and
everything that fills our days. The story itself tells us that the sun and moon have their
identity and assignment as the fourth day of God's creation. In other words, God's fourthday fiat is what gives the sun, moon, and stars their "day" (their existence and time) in the
order of God's seven days. The human creatures who are conscious of "having days" have
their identity as one of God's sixth-day creatures. God's creative actions do not take place
in sun-and-moon time; they do not occur in human time.197
Thus, the Day Age adherent determines an “atmospheric miracle” is comprehended when one
contemplates the ozone preparation by God for the earth after “a period of time ranging from
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thousands to millions of years;” that is, significant time was necessary for God to prepare the
earth for the eventual observation of the sun, moon, and stars to be a feasible event.198
Days five and six of the Genesis creation narrative establishes God’s initial foray into
animal life. Notes Ross:
The stage is meticulously prepared now for another dramatic scene to unfold. Earth is at
long last ready-with light, breathable air, and a stable water cycle for support; dry land
and oceans for habitation; abundant and diverse plants for food; a visible Sun, Moon, and
stars for guidance; and an ozone shield for protection to welcome a new wonder:
advanced animal life.199
Ross further posits that the creation of animals indicated in the creation narrative was
demonstrated by an “explosive speciation,” a series of events which he designates as occurring in
the Avalon explosion 575 million years ago and in the Cambrian explosion 543 million years
ago.200 This explosion of life was still attributable to animal kinds, i.e., a “general, but distinct,
created ontological category that does not fit neatly into the total plasticity of living things
required by macroevolution.”201 Day Age advocates, however, do allow for significant physical
deaths within the animal kingdom prior to the arrival of the first human beings, postulating an
extinction of four thousand mammal species before Adam and Eve were created by God.202
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Ross, 54-56.
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Ibid., 57.
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Ibid., 58-59. Ross states, “Scientific research reveals at least three factors to explain why the Avalon and
Cambrian events could not have occurred earlier,” including: (1) “the lack of available oxygen,” (2) “the level of
tectonic activity and erosion,” and (3) the” luminosity” change since the “Sun’s” formation.
201

Groothuis, 271. Groothuis believes the “six literal twenty-four-hour days” understanding of Young
Earth advocates to be “unwarranted” but further notes, “…God creates according to each animal’s kind, indicating a
God-generated difference in nature or essence between discrete forms of life with determinate natures or essences,
as opposed to a fluid development where one kind evolves into another…We do not know enough about the Genesis
account’s relation to the current categories of biology to say that kind is identical to species…”
202

Ross, 63.
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Thus, within the Day Age system it is understood that physical death occurred routinely prior to
the first humans and was not a result of The Fall; instead, physical death in the animal kingdom
is determined to be a “benefit” which regulates the quality of life for all animals.203
Adam and Eve, according to the Day Age spectrum, were the initial human beings
created (bara) by God with the “novel” aspect of being created with spirits in the image of
God.204 The first couple was specially created not through an extended process of naturalistic
evolution but instead through a true “space-time” historical modus.205 Ross notes six unique
human-spirit features including:
(1) consciousness of a self, (2) concerns about death and about life after death, (3) a
propensity to worship and desire to communicate with a higher being, (4) an innate
awareness of right and wrong, or conscience, (5) language capability that includes
symbol cognition and expression, and (6) capacity for abstract thought including a drive
to discover truth and absolutes.
Adam and Eve, created in such fashion and with such spirits, freely chose to sin against their
Creator which resulted in The Fall—the spiritual separation from their Maker.206 Day Age
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Ibid., 111-115. Ross cites Job 38:4-7, Revelation 1:20 and 12:3-4, Genesis 2:17, 3;17, and 3:24,
Numbers 22:21-33, Romans 5:12-6:14 and 8:20-22, Jeremiah 33:25 and Ecclesiastes 1:1-11 as passages which
indicate spiritual ramifications for sin—as opposed to the Young Earth belief that all death is a result of The Fall.
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Ibid., 70.
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Groothuis, 275.
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Boyd and Eddy, 83. Notes Boyd and Eddy, “…Paul is speaking specifically about humans in Romans 5.
We are reading too much into the text if we apply this text to the entire animal kingdom. Indeed, if we are going to
press the text this far, we could easily include all vegetation—forcing the awkward conclusion that God originally
designed all animals and people to eat nothing….The ‘death’ Paul refers to need not be physical death. It may refer
to spiritual death. In fact, Genesis 2 may imply this, for God told Adam he would die on the day he ate from the tree
(Genesis 2:17), yet Adam physically lived for a long while after his disobedience.”
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adherents posit the date of the couple’s creation some “60,000-100,000 years ago,” arguing the
“gaps” of Genesis’s geological records as a primary reason for this understanding.207
Day seven of the Genesis account within the Day Age system is intriguing and is
arguably attributable—at least partially—in response to Young Earth advocates’ claims that
Exodus 20 denotes a literal seven-day creation week. Skillen appropriates the text of Hebrews 4
to connote a concept that designates all life to be a continued apparition within the sixth day of
creation; that is, the seventh day of rest will commence at the return of Jesus Christ.208 Most Day
Age adherents, however, seemingly believe Hebrews 4 suggests a continued “day” of rest for
God; therefore, there is “good reason to conclude that the previous six days of creation were also
long periods of time.”209 Thus, the descriptive end of the creation week within the Day Age
purview is largely reminiscent of its beginning; that is, constructs denoting the word “day” is key
to systematic understanding of the Day Age view.

Young Earth View
Young Earth perspectives have been generally appraised within the initial twenty-six-page
commentary of this chapter; however, three underlying support structures of the Young Earth
view should be further considered: (1) the Genesis flood, (2) preeminence of Scripture over
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Ross, 72-75.
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Skillen, “The Seven Days of Creation,” 111-139.
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Boyd and Eddy, 80. Boyd and Eddy denote two passages, Psalm 90:4 and 2 Peter 3:8, which Day Age
adherents submit regarding the way God’s days are measured differently than that of humanity. Notes Psalm 90:4,
“For in your sight a thousand years are like yesterday that passes by, like a few hours of the night.” States 2 Peter
3:8, “Dear friends, don’t overlook this one fact: With the Lord one day is like a thousand years, and a thousand years
like one day.” Potential contextual costs regarding the preceding verses will be noted in the subsequent section of
this project.
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nature and/or prevailing scientific understanding, and (3) the miraculous statement of the
Genesis narrative in light of New Testament beliefs. First, and imperative to comprehensive
understanding of Young Earthers’ overarching scientific views are the Genesis/Noahic flood and
its purported correlation to the geological and fossil records.210 Brian Thomas, a zoology expert,
notes the following about a recent archaeological/geological excavation in Kansas:
Our team also found fish coprolites. These once-soft animal waste fossils now look
white, feel chalky, and are about the diameter of an adult human finger. Where do
coprolites form today? Nowhere. The preservation of such fragile organic material
suggests rapid burial and rapid drying. Left wet, bacteria would have degraded it long
before it had a chance to absorb minerals and harden. The year-long Flood of Noah’s day
gives a sensible context in which to place these clues.211
Such findings are consistent with the Young Earth belief that Noah’s Flood was a universal event
covering the entire earth and provide ample evidences for unique geology features, the
widespread fossil record, rapidly entrenched canyons, segregated land masses, and more.212
Second, Young Earth advocates submit a preeminence of Scripture over a natural world
that was cursed by God in addition to scientific theories regarding that world, although
rudimentary understanding of nature should still allow a person to understand that the world,
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Many Young Earth adherents and other creation advocates consider The Genesis Flood (P&R
Publishing, 1961) by John C. Whitcomb and Henry M. Morris to be among the first modern era influences of the
Young Earth movement. Henry Morris subsequently founded the Institute for Creation Research (ICR), an
influential Young Earth organization specializing in creation science and theology. After fifty years of leadership by
the Morris family, ICR in September 2020 selected Randy Guliuzza, a medical doctor who also holds a degree in
mining engineering, to be its new President.
211
Brian Thomas, “A Xiphactinus Dig: Excavating Clues to Noah’s Flood,” Acts & Facts 49, no. 9
(September 2020): 11-14.
212

Numerous articles are available on the ICR and Answers in Genesis websites regarding the global flood
of Noah and its extensive effects on the earth.
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even in its fallen state, is a miraculous undertaking and remains, therefore, attributable to God.213
Additionally, there are no biblical suggestions that state the earth remains in the “good” or “very
good” state in which it was originally created—as evidenced by the need for a future new heaven
and new earth in the Revelation narrative. Thus, the authority of Scripture should continually
take preeminence over interpretive stances created by scientific reasoning.214
Third, Young Earthers insist a literal six-day creation by God is no more miraculous than
the miracles ascribed to the New Testament’s miraculous renderings of God’s creation and
preeminence of nature; that is, for God to create the world in six, consecutive literal days is no
more miraculous than Jesus’s turning of the water into wine; feeding of the five thousand;
healing of the blind, lame, and mute; resurrecting of people from the dead; stilling of the storm;
and his own resurrection—all are God’s miraculous interventions over natural and physical
laws.215 Therefore, in the Young Earth advocate’s system, a plain reading of the Genesis creation
narrative is remarkably consistent with the mechanisms of the same miracle-working God of the
New Testament.
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Notes Paul in Romans 1:20, “For his invisible attributes, that is, his eternal power and divine nature,
have been clearly seen since the foundation of the world, being understood through what he has made. As a result,
people are without excuse.”
214

Lisle, Understanding Genesis: How to Analyze, Interpret, and Defend Scripture, 65-66. States Lisle,
“But such a claim [Day Agers’ equalization of science and Scripture] commits the equivocation fallacy on the word
“interpretation.” The word is used in two different senses to make things seem equal, when in reality they are not.
To ‘interpret’ Scripture means to understand the meaning of the propositions. But is this what we mean when we
speak of ‘interpreting’ nature? No. Nature is not comprised of propositions. When scientists ‘interpret’ nature, they
are creating (not interpreting) propositional statements they believe to be true. For example, ‘This rock has a
concentration of iron; it is probably a meteorite.’ These propositions must then be interpreted (in the linguistic
sense) by the reader/listener in order to understand the meaning. So, to understand the claims of a scientist involves
two levels of interpretation: we must interpret his claim (linguistically), which is itself an interpretation (a
propositional hypothesis) of nature. But to understand the propositions of Scripture involves only one interpretation
(linguistic) of inerrant propositions.”
215

Boyd and Eddy, 74-75.
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Preliminary Costs: General Agreement
Select agreement between Day Age and Young Earth believers certainly exists within the scope
of the six primary themes associated to this undertaking, namely: (1) There is general agreement
that God created everything ex nihilo; (2) Both systems posit God’s creation according to kind,
although Young Earthers generally espouse a larger family-equivalent grouping than Day Agers’
understanding of species-equivalent perspectives; (3) Both systems affirm that the historical
Adam and Eve were literal people created in God’s image; and (4) Day Age advocates and
Young Earth advocates concur that the initial Messianic promise in Scripture is found in Genesis
3:15, i.e., the first Gospel. Significant consonance beyond the range of the six nucleus leitmotifs
likewise endures, including: (1) Christ is central to salvation – there is no other eternal access to
God outside of the Person of Jesus Christ; (2) Scripture is the inspired Word of God; (3) God
created all matter; and (4) Macroevolution is not the means in which God created all things.

Preliminary Costs: Primary Disagreements
Unfortunately, substantial discordance between the two systems is especially apparent regarding
at least two foremost facets within the six central themes of this project. Proceeding derivatives
associated to said facets are overtly damaging and encompassing, including: (1) Extreme
disagreement regarding the Hebrew word yom nominally leads to Day Age advocates’ assertions
that Young Earthers disregard scientific reasoning, and to Young Earth adherents’ continual
admonitions and questioning of Day Agers’ hermeneutical abilities to exegete the Genesis
creation narrative, and (2) Extraordinary conflict regarding The Fall spearheads Young Earth
advocates’ contention that Day Agers minimize the astounding implications of The Fall in
association to biblical understanding of death, and to Day Age believers’ positions that Young
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Earthers’ view of The Fall is biblically and scientifically unsound, i.e., death was a part of God’s
original plan in the Day Age advocate’s perception. It seems reasonable to conclude that the
vitriol and incongruity between the two creation systems are primarily the result of the preceding
statements of discord.

Preliminary Costs: The Word “Day”
Supplementary arguments regarding the definition of the word yom within the Day Age system
are viewed as markedly costly to Young Earth adherents, including Day Agers’ assertions that:
(1) God would not have designed the world with an appearance of age because God is not
deceitful,216 (2) Church credibility is at stake, i.e., openly challenging contemporary science has
previously proven to harm church credibility in the past,217 and (3) Science and the “facts of
matter” levy an old earth system.218 In response, Young Earth adherents reject the ideation that
there is an appearance of billions of years. Secondly, Young Earthers point to Adam and Eve
who were obviously created with an appearance of a fully formed man and woman.219

216
Boyd and Eddy, 81-82. Boyd and Eddy note, “Scripture teaches us that God is completely truthful
(Numbers 23:19; John 14:6). It also teaches us that God’s revelation comes to us through both Scripture and creation
(Psalm 19:1-4; Romans 1:19-20)…God could of course do this [create the universe instantly as Young Earthers’
espouse] if he wanted to, but it borders on deception.”
217

Boyd and Eddy, 81-82.. According to Day Age advocates, “The day-age theory of Genesis 1 offers a
way of reconciliation [between prevailing contemporary science and faith]. Not only is there scriptural support for
this view, but it does not harm the credibility of the church for the scientifically minded people we are called to
reach with the gospel.”
218
Ibid. Ross also states in Navigating Genesis (34), “The completed nature of the creation of the universe
and the formation of the primordial Earth implies that an unspecified duration of time transpired between the
creation of the universe and the formation of Earth. Likewise, an unspecified time period transpired between Earth’s
initial formation and the events of creation day one.”
219

Ibid., 78.
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In response to Day Agers’ church credibility statement, Young Earth advocates
wholeheartedly agree that church credibility is at stake; however, the credibility question is due,
in their perspective, to the perceived denial of the plain truth of Scripture by Day Agers.220
Finally, Young Earth believers apparently take great exception to the Day Age concept that
science is not important to Young Earthers, and furthermore point to the extraordinary number of
experts holding terminal degrees within the sciences who are closely associated to Young Earth
organizations. Even Hugh Ross acknowledges the proliferation of scientific professionals within
Young Earth associations, specifically noting about Answers in Genesis (AiG), “Today, with its
60,000-square-foot Creation Museum in Kentucky, near Cincinnati, AiG has become the world’s
largest creationist organization, with over 150 employees and an annual income exceeding $22
million.”221

Preliminary Costs: The Fall
Perspectives regarding The Fall within the Young Earth system are intensely viewed as costly to
Day Age adherents, particularly Young Earthers’ assertions that animal life was created in a
condensed time period over a few literal days and that subsequent deaths in the animal kingdom
are attributable to Adam’s sin.222
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Lisle, Understanding Genesis: How to Analyze, Interpret, and Defend Scripture, 214-216. Notes Lisle,
“The phrase ‘a contradiction between Scripture and science’ is not meaningful because science is a conceptual tool,
not a proposition. Scripture is propositional of course. But science is a procedure that people use to construct
propositional statements about nature. His choice of words suggests that Ross has committed the reification fallacy
in thinking that ‘science’ (a concept) has an opinion on the age of the earth—something that only a person can
have.”
221

Ross, 206.
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Henry M. Morris, III, “Genesis and the Character of God,” Acts & Facts 48, no. 6 (June 2019): 5-7.
Notes Morris, III, “God is life. Everything that is revealed about God centers on His eternal Being. The most
personal name God gives is ‘I AM’—the One who exists by the right and nature of who He is. Jesus insists He is
‘the way, the truth, and the life’ (John 14:6). The awesome apocalypse of Jesus Christ opens with a loud voice as of
a trumpet, saying, ‘I am the Alpha and Omega, the First and the Last’ (Revelation 1:10-11). There’s absolutely no
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Notes Ross regarding the “death benefit,”
God made herbivores difficult for carnivores to hunt, some by their size, some by their
speed, and some by their camouflage or other defense mechanisms. We humans are the
only predators able to kill the best individuals within a species. Other carnivorous
animals go after the weakest, sickest, least aware, and most genetically damaged
individuals. In this way they protect and enhance the quality of herbivore species.223
Although both creation systems conversely address the issue of animal death prior to The
Fall, it is intriguing that such contention is not more narrowly focused on the issue of blood
itself—for life is in the blood. According to the LORD in Leviticus 17:11, “For the life of a
creature is in the blood, and I have appointed it to you to make atonement on the altar for your
lives, since it is the life-blood that makes atonement. Therefore I say to the Israelites: None of
you and no alien who resides among you may eat blood.” When Cain killed Abel, it was the
LORD who questioned the murderer: “Then he said, ‘What have you done? Your brother’s blood
cries out to me from the ground!”224 That the blood yields life and that life is of the blood is
biblically apparent—including the blood of animal life according to the LORD.225

indication anywhere in Scripture that the God of life created death. Nothing in the Bible suggests that death was a
part of the good God designed into His creation. Death in Scripture is separation from God. Death stops life. Death
intrudes and destroys everything. When God completed His work, He pronounced it ‘very good.’ If words mean
anything at all, ‘good’ must include the flawless functioning of every molecule and all systems and all life. ‘Good’
demands that nothing be out of order or in rebellion to God’s nature. No sin or death existed in all of creation—until
the third chapter of Genesis.”
223

Ross, 114. Ross also generally submits other “death benefits” including his understanding that death is a
release “into a new and expected realm of ongoing personal life in God’s presence.” Additionally, Ross believes
death “limits the amount of harm those who reject God’s offer [a life of service to him] can do to themselves and to
others.”
224

Genesis 4:10. States the LORD in the subsequent verse (11), “So now you are cursed, alienated from the
ground that opened its mouth to receive your brother’s blood you have shed.”
225
This theme is perhaps the most problematic repercussion for the Day Age or Gap View believer to
overcome; in that, it is extraordinarily difficult to fathom an argument that animal death was part of God’s original
plan—particularly given biblical understanding regarding the sacrificial system of the Law which correspondingly
preceded the bloody sacrifice of the Lord Jesus Christ.
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States the author of Hebrews 9:11-14:
But Christ has appeared as a high priest of the good things that have come. In the greater
and more perfect tabernacle not made with hands (that is, not of this creation), he entered
the most holy place once for all time, not by the blood of goats and calves, but by his own
blood, having obtained eternal redemption. For if the blood of goats and bulls and the
ashes of a young cow, sprinkling those who are defiled, sanctify for the purification of
the flesh, how much more will the blood of Christ, who through the eternal Spirit offered
himself without blemish to God, cleanse our consciences from dead works so that we can
serve the living God?
In the eyes of the Young Earth believer, Day Agers’ perception of physical death and the
spilling of blood prior to The Fall is an incredible mischaracterization of the loving Creator and
the Scriptures he inspired. Jesus said, “A thief comes only to steal and kill and destroy. I have
come so that they may have life and have it in abundance.”226 To ascribe death and suffering of
the animal kingdom to God is to degrade his original plan of life in Eden—that wholesome place
of tranquility in which God and his creation were in perfect harmony.227 This idyllic formula will
be replicated in the Messiah’s coming kingdom, with the welcome caveat of Satan’s absence and
all that encompassed the enemy’s former presence:
The wolf will dwell with the lamb, and the leopard will lie down with the goat. The calf,
the young lion, and the fattened calf will be together, and a child will lead them. The cow
and the bear will graze, their young ones will lie down together, and the lion will eat
straw like cattle. An infant will play beside the cobra’s pit, and a toddler will put his hand
into a snake’s den. They will not harm or destroy each other on my entire holy mountain,
for the land will be as full of the knowledge of the LORD as the sea is filled with water.228
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John 10:10. Such contrast from the Lord is indicative of the death-embracing character of his enemy,
Satan, and the loving, life-giving nature of God.
227
This abject denial (regarding the Day Age perception of animal death’s purported occurrence prior to
The Fall) is a common refrain among Young Earth adherents. Notes Lisle in Understanding Genesis (247):
“Romans 8:18-23 clearly teaches that the Curse due to Adam’s sin has touched all creation. This necessarily
includes animals, since they are part of creation.”
228

Isaiah 11:6-9.
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Thus, there are extensive repercussions for all theological systems, including those espousing
any narrower creation theme, to posit any line of reasoning without first extensively
acknowledging the encompassing blood atonement: “And almost all things are by the law purged
with blood; and without shedding of blood is no remission.”229

Preliminary Costs of the Day Age and Young Earth Views: Church Credibility
Comprehensively integrated into Day Age beliefs is a broad evaluation that old earth systematic
understanding is imperative for believers who desire to reach the scientific community for Christ
and his church; therefore, to the Day Age believer, Young Earthers’ views are generally
perceived as less scientific than Day Age evaluations. States Ross,
The biblical canon, the collection of 66 books comprising inspired Scripture, has been
complete since the first century (though not formally adopted until the fourth century)
A.D. In the sciences, the database never stops growing and in some cases doubles within
a decade or less. Because scientists’ aim is to break new ground and replace old
understandings with new ones, science claims exclusive rights to tell the unfolding story
of what really happened.230
To state that Ross’s perspectives are alarming to those from the Young Earth camp is an
extensive understatement and, correspondingly, result in three primary areas of concern: (1)
Young Earth advocates deny that their purview is scientifically specious;231 (2) Anything that
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Hebrews 9:11, KJV.
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Ross, 21.
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Lisle, 255. States Lisle, “I appreciate Ross’s passion for science—I share it. However, the Bible tells us
that we are to test external claims (such as the big bang) against the standard of Scripture, to build our thinking on
the rock of God’s Word and to cast down any argument that is contrary (Matthew 4:4, 7:24-27; Acts 17:11; 2
Corinthians 10:5). Dr. Ross’s approach is the opposite. Namely, he tests the Bible by ‘the established scientific
record’ (by which he means those popular claims of science that he happens to accept). Ross states that at the age of
16, he read the opening chapters of Genesis and found that ‘the four initial conditions and the sequence of major
creation events—not just one or two, but nearly a dozen’—all matched the established scientific record. We’ve
already seen that the sequence of events in Genesis does not match the order proposed by the secularists. So either
Ross’s theology or his understanding of secular origin claims (or both) are severely distorted.”
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assumes hierarchy over the canonized Scriptures, including scientific understanding, is deemed
to be hermeneutically and doctrinally fallacious;232 and (3) Skepticism regarding Christianity is
indubitably not confined to creation and/or scientific understanding.233 Day Age adherents,
however, passionately argue that it is first that science—not theology or pneumatology or
Christology or eschatology—which provides today’s audience, particularly scientifically minded
individuals, evidence of God’s truth. Notes Ross,
While scientific developments of the nineteenth century seemed to undermine confidence
in the truth of Genesis, [scientific] advances of the twentieth century breathed new
vitality into belief in the biblical Creator. Evidence of a cosmic beginning in the finite
past—only 13.8 billion years ago rather than the virtually infinite past of prior naturalistic
scenarios—steadily accumulated, in agreement with Genesis 1:1. Thus the naturalistic
origin-of-life model, which rested on the assumption of an eternal (or nearly so) cosmos,
lost its footing.234
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Feinberg, 612. Notes Feinberg, “All of this [Day Age beliefs regarding scientific proofs] should caution
us about embracing too quickly age-day theories’ attempts to harmonize science with Genesis 1 and 2. I think this
should also be a warning to those who try scientifically to prove or support creationism, i.e., be sure you provide
evidence for what the text in its own context would have meant, not for a creationism based on a twentieth-century
understanding of the world.” This assessment by Feinberg should ostensibly apply equally to all systematic creation
perspectives.
233
Alex McFarland. 10 Answers for Skeptics (Grand Rapids, MI: Regal, 2011), 13-20. McFarland list ten
primary types of skeptics, only one of which—the educated skeptic—overtly relies on scientific reasoning to support
skeptical perspectives of Christianity. At least one of the skeptical “types” espouses views which Ross purports to be
of God’s design; that is, skepticism that is due to observable death and suffering are, nevertheless, attributed by Day
Age advocates to be God’s ordained and preconceived plan.
234

Ross, 15.
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Thus, Ross concludes the Big Bang is the beginning point of the universe, “an actual
beginning of space and time, implying the cosmos was initiated by a causal Agent operating
beyond space and time.”235 Young Earth advocates enthusiastically agree with Ross that the
“causal Agent” he espouses is the God of the Bible, but vehemently disagree with the Day Age
assessment that the Big Bang is a viable model. Physicist Jake Hebert, summarizing numerous
problems regarding the Big Bang theory, states:
(1)The Big Bang model continues to face issues that expose its inadequacies as an
explanation for the origin of the universe, (2) The two methods secular scientists use to
calculate the inferred expansion rate of the universe contradicts each other, (3) If the Big
Bang were true, a great deal of exotic matter should exist, but efforts to find it have failed,
(4) Secular cosmologists change their theories to accommodate new discoveries, coming up
with increasingly speculative explanations to keep the Big Bang theory afloat, and (5)
Christians can accept the Bible’s creation account at face value instead of trying to wedge the
Big Bang into Genesis 1.236
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Ross, 28. Notes Ross, “Something happens between verses 1 and 2 [in Genesis 1] that powerfully
impacts the reader’s comprehension of the story to follow. Here the frame of reference for the creation account shifts
from the entire cosmos (the heavenly objects that make up the universe) explicitly to the surface of Earth. Perhaps
because it comes so abruptly, this transition is easily missed, even by distinguished Bible scholars. I am persuaded
that my immersion in science prepared me to see it. In fact, I was struck with the amazement that this ancient
document would be structured much like a modern research report.”
236
Jake Hebert, “Continuing Troubles for the Big Bang Model,” Institute for Creation Research 48, no. 11
(November 2019): 10-13. Furthermore, and in direct contrast to Ross’s and Groothuis’s beliefs about the Big Bang
theory, Hebert notes that “most theorists today claim that inflation [the “growth spurt” many cosmologists claim
about the universe] happened first and caused the Big Bang” [previous Big Bang models, including Day Age
advocates, attributed the purported “spurt” to have occurred subsequent to the Big Bang].
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Apologist and Big Bang-espouser Douglas Groothuis, however, clearly demonstrates Day
Agers’ commitment to scientific reasoning as a philosophical argument, noting:
Even when the steady state theory held court in cosmology, there were still solid
philosophical arguments available for the existence of God. Even if big bang cosmology
were to be replaced by some theory that does not entail that everything came from
nothing, Christians (and other theists) could still appeal to other cosmological
arguments—and arguments of other sorts—to establish the rationality of their theistic
beliefs.237
Preliminary Costs: A Pentecostal Perspective
Denominationally, it appears that repercussions of various views are generally attributable to the
philosophy of each system, e.g., Southern Baptists normally embrace Young Earth perspectives,
Catholics and Methodists incorporate evolutionary creation models, etc., with the seeming
exception, interestingly, of Pentecostals. In a recent survey of more than “1,500 Pentecostal
students, educators, and pastors,” Tenneson and Badger found that said Pentecostals assimilate
into one of four categories regarding creation/origin beliefs: (1) 20-40 percent believe in Young
Earth creationism, (2) 20-40 percent believe in Old Earth creationism, (3) 15-20 percent believe
in Evolutionary Creation (Theistic Evolution), and (4) 25 percent are undecided.238 Therefore, it
seems evident that Pentecostals do not embrace a particular creation system.
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Groothuis, 230. It seems that Groothuis is agreeable to almost any scientific explanation, minus
macroevolution, for the state of the universe so long as God is given credit and it fits into an old earth mindset.
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Badger and Tenneson, 23-24. Notes the authors, “The conclusion a person reaches regarding creationevolution often depends on two things: the confidence that person has in the methods of science to answer the
questions of Origins and the confidence he or she has in a particular interpretation of the Genesis creation account.”
Both Day Age and Young Advocates would generally agree with the preceding statement although many Young
Earth advocates would argue more stringently in a belief regarding inerrant, infallible Scriptures than in a specific
system or interpretation of those Scriptures. In other words, a plain reading of Scripture speaks for itself.
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Renowned Pentecostal theologian Amos Yong offers a negative argument against
concordism in relation to origin and creation matters, stating:
(1)Pentecostal biblical interpretation (hermeneutics), our case study, is fundamentally
soteriological and pneumatological, that is, focused on the ongoing redemptive work
of the Holy Spirit, rather than merely historical; (2) that such a soteriological and
pneumatological way of reading the Bible can be appropriately applied to the Genesis
narrative as well, resulting in a more expansive theology of creation than that
produced by concordism in its creationists guises; and (3) that the result will be a
distinctive contemporary contribution to the Christian understanding of the “two
books” of God’s revelation, Scripture and creation/nature, one that preserves the
integrity of both the life in the Spirit and the modern scientific enterprise but yet
provides an overarching theological narrative that can hold the two together.239
Yong’s approach to view the Hebrew Bible figuratively and typologically in light of New
Testament and Christological leanings is intriguing given the Spirit-filled approach of
Pentecostals; that is, Yong typically argues an intimate, Spirit-transformed life, yet in this
instance allows for a distant, allegorical approach to the Genesis creation account. Just as it is
irreconcilable to sound hermeneutics for a Christian to ignore, misunderstand, or undervalue the
life-transforming, Spirit-infused narrative of Acts 2, so it seems equally incongruent for the
Spirit-filled Christian to underestimate the historical and systematic importance of Genesis’s
creation narrative—particularly given that the same Holy Spirit inspired both Scriptural
passages. It seems appropriate to ask, then, how may a Spirit-filled Christian rightly accept the
miraculous incarnation, works, and resurrection of Jesus along with the ongoing, miraculous
works of the Holy Spirit in the New Testament church—yet still allegorize the Christological and
pneumatological presence within the Genesis creation narrative? Captivatingly, Yong’s approach
seems congruent with extensive portions of both Day Age and Young Earth views while
simultaneously being open to variant positions as extreme as macroevolution; therefore, if his
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Amos Yong, The Hermeneutical Spirit: Theological Interpretation and Scriptural Imagination for the
21st Century. Kindle. (Eugene, OR: Cascade Books, 2017), Kindle location 6047.
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perspectives are typical within Pentecostal circles, discrepancies within the Pentecostal realm
regarding creation and origin purviews should be expected and perhaps even welcomed by
believers who aspire to a more open-ended creation approach.240
Yong’s methodology is perhaps indicative of a central truth within all creation systems in
that he weighs, philosophically, the whole of Scripture through the lens of his own
denominational/soteriological/pneumatological bias—just as Day Agers generally do with a
science-first predisposition and Young Earthers nominally do with a theology-first favoritism.
Interestingly and perhaps due to opposition from variant creation systems, adherents of diverse
organizations/denominations are seemingly compelled to expand their own systems of belief to
accommodate and/or argue the purviews of others. Thus, it is conceivable that a science-first
mindset such as that evident within the Day Age camp is compelled to attribute theological or
biblical understandings to a scientific and/or concordant system. Likewise, Young Earth
adherents, a theology-based system, exhibit a relatively recent propensity to scientifically debate
adversaries, resulting in discussions in which the Bible often seems to be a secondary subject or
option. Unfortunately, particularly for Christians who are instructed in Scripture to agree as
much as possible,241 sarcasm and accusations of “heresy” toward other believers frequently
accompany discourse between variant advocates of converse creation and origin systems. In
response, apathy and exhaustion are seemingly the routine repercussions of believers and
unbelievers alike who do not espouse a particular creation view, leaving the pastor-theologian

240
Yong, Kindle location 6307. It seems apparent that prophetic renderings are available in the Genesis
creation account which are indued within the Acts 2 narrative. It would be interesting to observe the brilliant Yong’s
approach to such a position in lieu of the “practical” track he took in this instance.
241

Romans 12:18 states, “If possible, as far as it depends on you, live at peace with everyone.”
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the unenviable task of dissecting the various views in order to properly lead congregations to a
more comprehensive understanding of the vital Genesis narrative.

Preliminary Costs: Summary
Included within the subsequent chapters of this project are pre- and post-survey results, questions
and answers received and offered during the five Creation Costs classes, and potential future
contemplations regarding the Genesis creation narrative. However, it should be abundantly
apparent even prior to the survey results and classes that ardently held understandings within
variant creation systems include associated theological, scientific, and concordant costs.
Additionally, it is equally obvious that both the Day Age and Young Earth systems share
numerous commonalities including, minimally, distrust of any macroevolutionary understanding,
the absoluteness of Trinitarian doctrine associated to the Genesis creation narrative, and
Christological focus throughout Scripture, among others. Perhaps then, such commonalities may
form the bridge in which future discussions of the creation narrative may be rejoined.
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CHAPTER THREE
THE PROJECT NARRATIVE AND FIELD WORK

Methodology Defined: Surveys
Tentative assumptions based upon extensive conversations with CrossPointe Church attendees
prior to this project in previous groups, classes, or general conversations contributed to a
preconception that the majority of CrossPointe’s members align with either Young Earth or Day
Age perspectives, respectively, regarding the Genesis creation narrative. Identical pre- and postclass surveys were selected as the anonymous methods of choice to ascertain preconceived and
subsequent notions and allegiances regarding four systematic creation views: (1) the Young
Earth View; (2) the Day Age View; (3) the Gap View; and (4) the Evolutionary Creation View.1
Further demographics were also collected including gender, age range, the last three digits of the
participants’ mobile numbers, and education level. Anonymity within the surveys was generally
assured by allowing options of “prefer not to answer” or “unsure” in association to each core
question. The surveys were offered to all CrossPointe Church adults ages eighteen and above
who additionally agreed to attend five weekly Zoom classes regarding creation perspectives.
Invitations to attend the classes and complete the surveys were communicated through emails to
parent groups, adult groups, and volunteer groups in addition to postings on multiple CrossPointe
Facebook pages. Google’s survey platform was chosen as the host and data collection site, and
the subsequent surveys included thirteen questions and accompanying multiple-choice answers
(Appendix A).

1

Questions were primarily derived after researching selections regarding various creation belief systems
from Boyd’s and Eddy’s Across the Spectrum, Lisle’s Understanding Genesis, Ross’s Navigating Genesis, and
Badger’s and Tenneson’s Christian Perspectives on Origins.

Expected answers by adherents of each view, grounded upon broad spectrum
understanding of the four creation systems, include:
Young Earth
Day Age
Gap View
Evolutionary
Creation

5A
5B
5C
5D

6C
6B
6A,B,C
6A,B,D

7B
7C
7D
7A

8C
8B
8D
8A

9B
9A
9A
9A,C,D

10A,B
10A,B
10A,B
10A,B,C

11B,C,D
11B,C,D
11A,B
11A,C,D

13A,D
13B,D
13A,B,C,D
13A,B,C,D

All identified creation systems had the entirety of answers available as viable options to the first
four questions in addition to the twelfth question.

Methodology Defined: Creation Costs Classes
Although the pre- and post-class surveys were structured to identify creation perspectives from a
selection of CrossPointe’s adults, the accompanying creation classes were designed to inform the
participants of various creation systems for the purpose of education, clarification, and
unification in addition to assessing class participation, questions, statements, and perception
transformation. Both this project and the classes were especially designated to utilize extensive
time and research regarding the Young Earth and Day Age purviews, particularly given the
assumption that the anticipated participants would likely embrace one of the preceding creation
systems. Additionally, minimal overviews of other systems, including the Gap View, the
Intelligent Design View, and the Evolutionary Creation View were added to the class curricula
given the popularity of such worldviews within diverse ecumenical circles.
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PowerPoint slides were exhaustively designed to provide advanced awareness of each identified
variant view and its accompanying costs.2
Creation Session 1 depicted an overview of creation systems including definitions
pertaining to this project including those associated to Scripture; an identification of significant
events described in Genesis 1; the goals of this project; the identified six key themes of the
Genesis creation narrative; prevailing scientific definitions; specific creation views of various
church fathers; and definitions and costs associated with Darwinism, the Gap View, Evolutionary
Creation, and Intelligent Design. Christological themes recorded in the opening verses of the
Genesis narrative were additionally argued to class participants, and significant discussions from
class attendees resulted from such emphasis.
Creation Session 2 portrayed convictions attributed to the Young Earth purview.
Addressed in Session 2’s class were perspectives regarding the days and events of Genesis
including emphases attributed to the light thematic of Genesis 1; the meaning of the word “yom”;
significant discussion regarding humankind’s designation of being born in the image of God; the
freedom of humankind in response to a free Creator; scientific understandings regarding DNA
(deoxyribonucleic acid); and considerable dialogue regarding Noah’s Flood, special revelation,
and correlating results of The Fall.

2
Primary sources for the class slides included the previously identified selections from Lisle, Ross, Boyd
and Eddy, and Badger and Tenneson in addition to selections from Feinberg, Groothuis, Ham, Morris, and others
including numerous websites and the text of this project. Biblical passages, unless attributed otherwise, were derived
from the Christian Standard Bible. Slide photos, unless attributed otherwise, were obtained from the royalty-free
site, pixabay.com.
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Creation Session 3 exhibited the belief system of the Day Age camp. Meticulous
vigilance was particularly dedicated to this system to ensure objectivity.3 Described in Session 3
were various standpoints of the Day Age purview including unique understanding of long,
overlapping days within the Creation week; the spiritualized view of The Fall (physical death
was deemed to have taken place significantly prior to the occurrence of humankind’s original
sin); species-level “kinds” created by God over millions of years; a localized perspective of
Noah’s Flood; nature as the sixty-seventh book of Scripture; and the prevalence of scientific
understanding in comparison to theological purviews. Immediate objections from some Young
Earth advocates, particularly regarding the “sixty-seventh book,” were immediately voiced
following the class. Extensive discussions regarding costs, however, were postponed until the
following session. Instead, commonalities between the Day Age and Young Earth views were
discussed as the final thoughts of Session 3.4
Creation Session 4 conveyed perceived costs of the Day Age and Young Earth
perspectives according to advocates of each system. Notable costs of the Day Age system
include:
(1) Adherents of this view often rely on secondary or extraordinary theological or
biblical understandings to undergird their scientific perspectives;

3

Sessions 2 and 3 were discussed on alternate weeks to accurately ascertain the purviews within each belief
system. Costs from the associated perspectives were not extensively discussed until Session 4 to ensure objectivity
and clarity.
4

Commonalities between the Day Age and Young Earth systems include (1) God’s ex nihilo creation, (2)
that animals were created according to kind, (3) humankind’s being made in the image of God, (4) the Messianic
promises of Genesis 3:15, (5) that salvation in Jesus alone provides access to God, (6) that Scripture is the inspired
Word of God, (7) that God created everything, and (8) that macroevolution is not the means in which God created.
Class participants were seemingly surprised to discover the volume of areas in which the two focal systems agree,
particularly the overall shared impression that macroevolution is perceived as a dangerous threat to the ecumenical
church.
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(2) This view seems to rely on the outliers of Christian thought, leading those such as
Hugh Ross to argue for new or different hermeneutical standards and/or theological
explanations;
(3) This view is perceived by Young Earthers to undervalue The Fall; and
(4) This view equalizes general revelation to the special revelation of Scripture.
Notable costs of the Young Earth system include:
(1) Adherents who hold this view often rely on scientific understandings which are
considerably different than those of secular and/or old earth perspectives;
(2) This view accepts geological and fossil understandings which are vastly different
than prevailing views and its advocates will not consider any suggestion of an earth or
universe greater than 15,000 years old;
(3) This view is perceived by Day Agers to overstate The Fall; and
(4) This view minimizes general revelation in comparison to the special revelation of
Scripture.
Extensive time was spent in Session 4 to discuss whether the slaying of animals prior to The Fall
is a significant topic. Young Earth advocates within the class setting ardently opposed the
concept of physical death prior to the sin of Adam and Eve and were respectively vocal in their
disagreement. Additionally, multiple common costs were discussed including that sharp
contention minimizes the focus on Jesus Christ; that disunity within the church may occur if
people fail to respectfully share their views regarding creation; that secular science may obtain
advocates simply because Christians cannot or will not agree regarding their own views; that
apathy among believers may occur because they do not desire to take a particular side or
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viewpoint; and that nonbelievers may become generally apathetic toward all Christian belief
systems.
Creation Session 5 featured a stimulating assortment of topics which conceivably
contribute to Christians’ creation evaluations including worldview contributors, perspectives
regarding how Americans view God and science, the Hebrew view of the heart, and strides
CrossPointe embraces when teaching children regarding creation perspectives. Participants in
the classes were reminded that it is important to consider: (1) creation views are sometimes
contentious and abundant precaution must be appropriated to accurately portray Scripture; (2) the
Senior Pastor’s outlook is that of the Young Earth perspective, and his perception must be
honored; (3) sundry Home School and Christian school parents are of the Young Earth
variability, and they wish to share alternate creation views with their children at a time and age
of their own choosing; (4) parents are invited to children’s classes and/or to hear recording of
classes when any controversial view may be taught, including creationism; and (5) parents
should be instructed regarding the assorted views of creation to better enable them to educate
their children. It was also noted that several parents who hold Day Age or other creation system
perspectives correspondingly desire to be notified when creation systems are conversed.
Dialogue in the classes remained courteous throughout the five-week series, and
divergences of opinion, when they occurred, were deferentially propounded and grasped.
Although the overwhelming preponderance of the class attendees were of the Young Earth
variety, refreshing courtesy was continually exhibited by the majority to minority system
addressees. PowerPoint slides associated to the classes are included in the Appendices section of
this project.
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Survey Data
Of the 26 pre-class and 19 post-class surveys received, the subsequent data were recorded in
accordance with the respondents’ answers:
(1) When asked for their gender identification, 57.7 percent responded “female,” and
42.3 percent responded “male.” In the second survey, 52.6 percent responded “male,”
and 47.4 percent chose “female.”
(2) When asked about their age range, 88.5 percent answered “41-above,” and 11.5
percent answered “18-40.” In the second survey, 94.7 percent responded “41-above,”
and 5.3 percent responded “18-40.”
(3) When asked for the last three digits of their cell number, all twenty-six
respondents complied with specific answers. Two responses resulting in duplicate
numbers occurred. In the second survey, all nineteen respondents complied with
specific answers and two occasions resulting in duplicate numbers occurred.
(4) When asked about education level, 42.3 percent had completed graduate degrees,
23.1 percent had completed bachelor’s degrees (65.4 percent when combined with
those who also hold subsequent graduate degrees), 19.2 percent had completed some
collegiate education, and 15.4 percent had completed their high school diploma.5 In
the second survey when asked about education level, 52.6 percent noted they had
completed graduate degrees, 5.3 percent had completed their bachelor’s degree (57.9
percent when combined with those who also hold subsequent graduate degrees), 31.6
5
America Counts Staff, “About 13.1 Percent Have a Master’s Professional Degree or Doctorate,” United
States Census Bureau, last modified February 21, 2019, accessed September 30, 2020,
https://www.census.gov/library/stories/2019/02/number-of-people-with-masters-and-phd-degrees-double-since2000.html#:~:text=Now%2C%20about%2013.1%20percent%20of,Annual%20Social%20and%20Economic%20Su
pplement. CrossPointe participants’ responses to the pre-class survey indicate a graduate-degree-level completion
rate of more than three times the national average.
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percent had completed some college, and 10.5 percent had completed their high
school diploma.
(5) When asked about their personal creation view, 61.5 percent chose the Young
Earth view, 34.6 percent chose to identify as “unsure,” and 3.8 percent chose the Day
Age view. No respondent chose either the Gap View or Evolutionary Creation view.
In the second survey, when asked about their personal creation view, 94.7 percent
chose the Young Earth view and 5.3 percent chose the Day Age view.
(6) When asked about their view of the word “day” in the Genesis creation narrative,
57.7 percent chose a “literal, 24-hour day,” 34.6 percent chose an “age or
undetermined amount of time,” 3.8 percent chose “the Bible does not really say,” and
3.8 percent chose “unsure.” In the second survey, when asked about their view of the
word “day” in the Genesis creation narrative, 89.5 percent chose a “literal, 24-hour
day,” 5.3 percent chose an “age or undetermined amount of time,” and 5.3 percent
chose “the Bible does not really say.”
(7) When asked how God created kinds, 69.2 percent chose that “God created
everything according to kind in a six-day week (six consecutive 24-hour days), 19.2
percent chose “God guided the process of all life,” 7.7 percent chose “God created
everything according to kind over a period of long ages,” and 3.8 percent chose
“unsure.” In the second survey, when asked how God created kinds, 89.5 percent
chose that “God created everything according to kind in a six-day week (six
consecutive 24-hour days), 5.3 percent chose “God guided the process of all life,”
and 5.3 percent chose “God created everything according to kind over a period of
long ages.”
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(8) When asked about God’s creation of humankind, 84.6 percent chose that
“humankind was specially created in the image of God on the literal sixth day of
creation,” 7.7 percent chose that “humankind was specially created in the image of
God after many years of other life on Earth,” and 7.7 percent chose “unsure.” In the
second survey, when asked about God’s creation of humankind, 94.7 percent chose
that “humankind was specially created in the image of God on the literal sixth day of
creation” and 5.3 percent chose that “humankind was specially created in the image
of God after many years of other life on Earth.”
(9) When asked about The Fall, 84.6 percent chose “The Fall brought all death—
physical and spiritual—into the world,” 11.5 percent chose “unsure,” and 3.8 percent
chose “The Fall brought spiritual death into the world.” In the second survey, when
asked about The Fall, 100 percent chose “The Fall brought all death—physical and
spiritual—into the world.”
(10) When asked about the “First Gospel” of Genesis 3:15, 80.8 percent chose that
Genesis 3:15 “describes the ultimate battle between Jesus and Satan in addition to
penalties for the original humans’ and their descendants,” and 19.2 percent chose
“unsure.” In the second survey, when asked about the “First Gospel” of Genesis 3:15,
100 percent chose that Genesis 3:15 “describes the ultimate battle between Jesus and
Satan in addition to penalties for the original humans’ and their descendants.”
(11) When asked about their view of the creation week, 76.9 percent chose that “God
created everything just like a plain reading [of Genesis 1] suggests,” 15.4 percent
chose that “no one really knows—we just know that God created everything,” and 7.7
percent chose “unsure.” In the second survey, when asked about their view of the
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creation week, 89.5 percent chose that “God created everything just like a plain
reading [of Genesis 1] suggests” and 10.5 percent chose that “none of this really
matters for the Gospel to still be true.”
(12) When asked the methodology the church should utilize in teaching creation, 38.5
percent chose to “teach multiple views and let people decide for themselves,” 38.5
percent chose “unsure,” 11.5 percent chose to “teach the view of the Senior Pastor,”
and 11.5 percent chose to “teach only the view I believe.” In the second survey, when
asked the methodology the church should utilize in teaching creation, 63.2 percent
chose to “teach multiple views and let people decide for themselves,” 26.3 percent
chose to “teach the view of the Senior Pastor, 5.3 percent chose to “teach only the
view I believe,” and 5.3 percent chose “unsure.”
(13) When asked about the repercussions of one’s creation views, 76.9 percent
responded that such views are “vital to the remainder of Scripture including the
Gospel,” 11.5 percent chose “unsure,” 7.7 percent chose that creation views “are
interesting but ultimately unimportant to the remainder of Scripture,” and 3.8 percent
chose that creation views are “vital to the remainder of Scripture but should align
with modern science.” In the second survey, when asked about the repercussions of
one’s creation views, 84.2 percent responded that such views are “vital to the
remainder of Scripture including the Gospel,” 10.5 percent chose that creation views
“are interesting but ultimately unimportant to the remainder of Scripture,” and 5.3
percent chose that creation views are “vital to the remainder of Scripture but should
align with modern science.”
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Generally, it seems objective to contend that the survey respondents were more inclined
toward the Young Earth purview than toward the Day Age perspective, and that this
disproportion between the two camps expanded following the associated classes. Ratiocination
for said phenomena in addition to analysis of the corresponding survey data will be appraised in
the subsequent chapter.

Creation Costs Classes Responses
The five Creation Costs classes associated with this project were taught weekly in twice-per-day
sessions on Tuesdays from August 25, 2020 through September 22, 2020. The average combined
attendance for each week was twenty-eight participants, with an average of fifteen morning
participants and thirteen evening participants each Tuesday, respectively. Morning sessions were
limited to adults ages fifty-five and older and were completed within the timeslot routinely
reserved for the weekly senior adult Bible study. Multiple attendees were vocationally employed
within the sciences including one NASA physicist who attended the morning sessions each
week. Dialogues were lively but respectful throughout the series.
Several emailed questions from class participants ensued throughout the series for
consideration and discussion. These questions and the correlating answers and discussions which
resulted will be addressed in the following chapter. One question regarding the age of the earth
was addressed directly to the moderator to personally answer, as opposed to a question for the
entire class to ruminate.
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Summary
Participants were overwhelmingly enthusiastic about the Creation Costs classes and generally
remained consistently involved throughout the five weeks, with a few participants dropping out
after Session 1 and a few additional participants joining in Session 2. From Session 2 forward,
participants remained wholly faithful in their attendance. Although not every participant
completed the accompanying surveys given the average of 28 attendees in comparison to the
average of 22.5 surveys completed, those who did so later shared enthusiastic responses
regarding the challenge and variety of the questions. Two church members who attended the first
class, however, indicated that the level of science enmeshed in the discussions was “over their
heads” and did not attend the following sessions. Overall, it seems that the classes and surveys
provided ample information for attendees to ascertain various creation systems and to
correspondingly become more decisive in their second survey responses.
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CHAPTER FOUR
EVALUATION OF THE PROJECT

Introduction
This project was conducted with a crucial goal of Christian harmony as an associated result, i.e.,
that Christian believers of the same Creator God would humbly communicate to each other.
Notes Bonhoeffer regarding Christian communication,
The first service one owes to others in the community involves listening to them. Just as
our love for God begins with listening to God’s Word, the beginning of love for other
Christians is listening to them. God’s love for us is shown by the fact that God not only
gives us God’s Word, but also lends us God’s ear. We do God’s work for our brothers
and sisters when we learn to listen to them. So often Christians, especially preachers,
think that their only service is to always have to “offer” something when they are
together with other people. They forget that listening can be a greater service than
speaking. Many people seek a sympathetic ear and do not find it among Christians,
because these Christians are talking even when they should be listening. But Christians
who can no longer listen to one another will soon be no longer listening to God either;
they will always be talking even in the presence of God. The death of the spiritual life
starts here, and in the end there is nothing left but empty spiritual chatter and clerical
condescension which chokes on pious words.1
Theologian Frank Thielman summarizes Bonhoeffer’s words, noting, “The temptation to follow
personalities rather than Christ is strong in the [Western] Christian church….Instead of following
the latest Christian personality, our gaze should be fixed on Jesus.”2 Such renderings by
Bonhoeffer and Thielman seem particularly true regarding discussions of the creation narrative;
in that, each primary creation system seemingly has leading advocates voicing the merits of their
personal system with little apparent regard for other systems of belief.

1

Victoria J. Barnett, ed., and Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Life Together (Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 2015,

75.
2

Frank Thielman, The NIV Application Commentary: Philippians (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1996),
106-108. Thielman further notes, “And this is Paul’s point in Philippians 2:5-11.”

The surveys and the Creation Costs classes associated with this project were designed to
allow Christians to humbly share various perspectives regarding the creation narrative utilizing
safe and effective mechanisms including vulnerability, trust, peace, and clarity. Stephen Robbins
adroitly illustrates the leadership principles necessary to administer surveys and to conduct
modules when controversial issues are discussed: (1) be open, (2) be fair, (3), speak your
feelings, (4) tell the truth, (5) show consistency, (6) fulfill your promises, and (7) maintain
confidences.3 Consistent language was utilized in both the surveys and class curricula for the
purpose of maintaining fairness and openness.4 Survey and Creation Costs class participants
were encouraged to enthusiastically engage each other only after they actively listened to and
observed the class curricula, although questions were encouraged at any point for the purpose of
gaining clarity about a position or thought. Sources were not only cited throughout the Creation
Costs classes, but a complete list of the project sources was also emailed to all class participants,
including twenty highlighted sources which were deemed to be most significant to the class
discussions.5 Finally, class participants were consistently reminded to be at peace with one
another in deference and in light of Jesus’s example. States Leonard Sweet, “Look closely at

3

Stephen P. Robbins, The Truth About Managing People, 3rd ed. (Upper Saddle River, NJ: FT Press,
2013), 89. States Robbins, “It’s impossible to lead people who don’t trust you.”
4

Kent Ingle, Framework Leadership: Position Yourself for Transformational Change (Springfield, MO:
Salubris Resources, 2017), 21. Notes Ingle, “Listening requires understanding—it requires engagement. To be a
really good listener, you must be active—you must participate.”
5
Anthony Weston, A Rulebook for Arguments, 4th ed. (Indianapolis, IN: Hackett Publishing Company,
Inc., 2009), 24. States Weston, “Citation styles may vary—you may need a handbook of style to find the appropriate
style for your purposes—but all include the same basic information: enough so that others can easily find the source
on their own.”
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Jesus’ words here. He says, ‘My peace I give to you.’ This is no second-class, bargain-basement
brand of peace. As the old timers would say, it is ‘top drawer.’”6

Evaluations of the Surveys and Creation Costs Classes
Perhaps the most illuminating statistic referencing the class surveys is the net decrease in the
number of “unsure” answers, i.e., 15.38 percent of the answers to the initial survey questions
were answered “unsure” while merely .58 percent of the second survey questions were similarly
responded. Numerous possibilities are feasible regarding the striking reduction in “unsure”
ripostes including: (1) Class participants previously understood their purviews of the creation
narrative without necessarily associating the moniker typically attributed to said purviews by
those in the academic, theological, or scientific community; (2) Class curricula and ensuing
discussions of such prospectuses influenced class participants towards a certain evaluation of the
creation narrative; (3) Biblical and/or scientific perceptions and correlating costs of the various
creation narrative systems narrowed the participants’ understanding of said systems; and (4)
Other variables may have occurred which more sharply defined the participants’ perspectives.
Questions answered as “unsure” in the initial survey, interestingly, generally moved
within the second survey to categorical answers which are typically attributed to the Young Earth
system (note subsequent graphs). Copious explanations for such phenomena include: (1) Class
discussions yielded steadier convictions which were previously in place but not understood as
being associated to a precise system; (2) The Young Earth overview is held by the Senior Pastor
of CrossPointe Church, and some congregants characteristically follow the leadership of a

6

Leonard Sweet, I am a Follower: The Way, Truth, and Life of Following Jesus (Nashville, TN: Thomas
Nelson, 2012), 116.
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charismatic or influential senior leader; (3) Majority opinion may have swayed some participants
who may not have previously been rigid in their theological understandings; and (4) Other
unknown variables may exist which are yet to be determined.
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Survey Response Graphs and Brief Overviews
Figures1-2. Question 1, pre- and post-surveys.

Class participation, as previously described in Chapter 3 of this project, generally remained
consistent throughout the course. Given such consistency, then, there is insignificant evidence
that men preferred the class more than women; instead, there is seemingly an irrelevant anomaly
that more men completed the second survey than women.
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Figures 3-4, Question 2, pre- and post-surveys.

There is some significance to the number of survey participants ages forty-one and above; in
that, one of the two classes each Tuesday was specifically designated as a Senior Adult group.
Additionally, some parents who are in the eighteen to forty age range indicated that they were
not interested in “another” Zoom class during the August/September time frame given the
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number of other online classes they and their children were already utilizing because of the
Covid-19 pandemic.7

7

At the time of the Creation Costs classes, schools in the Madison systems were all virtual in nature.
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Figures 5-6, Question 3, pre- and post-surveys.

There is little significance with the participants’ responses to the third question other than their
willingness to offer their last three digits of their personal mobile numbers. Individual responses
were not recorded; thus, the phone number designations were correspondingly unnecessary.
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Figures 7-8, Question 4, pre- and post-surveys.

Although the extreme majority of those who completed both surveys hold bachelor and/or
graduate degrees including numerous participants who work or have worked in the sciences, it is
intriguing that the same majority also chose the Young Earth perspective as their creation
narrative system of choice. Initial presuppositions of this project included a conviction that the
associated level of academia among the participants would lead to a greater number of people
who hold a systematic understanding of the old earth variety. Perhaps denominational leanings
are altogether more significant than previously ascertained; in that, regardless of education level,
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the class participants—most of whom were former Southern Baptists—overwhelmingly
answered the second survey in a modus harmonious with the Young Earth purview.
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Figures 9-10, Question 5, pre- and post-surveys.

Significant disparity between the initial and second surveys was recorded regarding the fifth
question, in which a net increase of 33.3 percent of the participants who subscribed to the Young
Earth view ensued. Among the most compelling reasons voluntarily proffered by several
participants newly identifying as Young Earth adherents during the class sessions were extensive
dubiousness regarding perspectives of “the second book” of nature, the meaning of the word
“day” in Genesis 1, and the Day Age concept of death having occurred prior to The Fall.
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Figures 11-12, Question 6, pre- and post-surveys.

Intriguingly, only 5.3 percent of those surveyed answered “an age or undetermined period of
time” to the sixth question of the second survey, a net decrease of 29.3 percent in comparison to
the initial survey. Correspondingly, there was a net increase of 31.8 percent of those who
responded “a literal 24-hour day” when participants were asked about their interpretation of the
word “day” in Genesis’s first chapter. When the participants were queried regarding their
perspective of said fluctuations between the two surveys, numerous respondents centered on the
meaning of “yom” in Genesis 1 in comparison to the other utilizations of the identical word in
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copious Scriptures throughout the biblical record. One class attendee markedly indicated the
“plain meaning” of Scripture as his principal rationalization for his response to the sixth
question. Discussions subsequently stemmed from this claim with both Young Earth and Day
Age advocates respectfully positing their understanding of what constitutes “plain meaning,”
with Day Age advocates specifically preferring Hugh Ross’s interpretations and Young Earth
advocates arguing the traditional understanding of the creation narrative.
Interestingly, the Young Earth majority determined that several of Hugh Ross’s own
proclamations were excessively nuanced to contentedly implement his perspectives; conversely,
it seems apparent that several of Ross’s quoted statements ultimately resulted in participants who
held considerably profounder staunchness regarding the Young Earth platform than they had
previously espoused.8 Ross’s declarations of an apparent science-first mindset in addition to his
own admitted disagreement with “the vast majority of Genesis commentaries”9 seemed
hermeneutically unsound to the class, in addition to being somewhat prideful.10 Moreover, the
class majority overwhelmingly accepted the Young Earth arguments that Jesus (in Mark 10)

8
Ross, 9-31. Several of Ross’s quotes generally alarmed the majority of the class participants including: (1)
“Paul exhorted his readers to ‘test everything,’ to see what holds water and what does not, and to keep only what
does. For Genesis 1-11, the content is largely natural history. So many of the appropriate texts will come from
relevant disciplines of science;” (2) “Science had convinced me [upon his examination of physics] that the God of
the universe was neither capricious nor careless;” (3) “Only later did I encounter the misperceptions about the
Bible’s beginning among nonbelievers, as well as the differences and debates among Christians over how to
interpret this portion of Scripture;” and (4) “Even before [atheist Richard] Dawkins articulated his battle-to-thefinish model, young-earth creationist organizations had trumpeted the call to arms, urging Christians to join them in
a life-and-death (spiritually speaking) confrontation. The main difference between the two groups lies in their
anticipation of who will emerge as the victor and who, the vanquished.”
9

Ibid., 31.

10

Fee and Stuart, 18. Fee and Stuart are convinced that “unique interpretations” are often fallacious.
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directly referred to the “when” of creation, and that other Scriptures, including those of Exodus
and those of the New Testament authors, seemingly point to a traditional view of Genesis 1.11

11

Henry M. Morris, “Did Jesus Teach Recent Creation?” Acts & Facts 45, no. 7 (July 2016): 5-7
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Figures 13-14, Question 7, pre- and post-surveys.

The 20.3 percent net increase between the two surveys that “God created everything according to
kind in a six-day week (six consecutive 24-hour days)” is seemingly indicative of the overall
acceptance of the Young Earth platform among the participants. Particularly convincing to those
who newly claimed an overt Young Earth evaluation was sharp disagreement with the Day Age
perspective of death’s occurrence (among animals) prior to The Fall. Day Age and Young Earth
argumentative differences regarding whether a “kind” meant a “family” or “species” level of
classification in Genesis 1 seemed inconsequential to most of the class participants.
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Figures 15-16, Question 8, pre- and post-surveys.

Unsurprisingly, the overwhelming majority of the class participants determined that “humankind
was specially created in the image of God on the literal sixth day of creation,” with 84.6 percent
of the class choosing this category in the first survey and 94.7 percent choosing it in the second.
All participants expressed complete agreement that Adam and Eve were the first human beings
created with spirits. Additional discussion included absolute agreement that macroevolution is a
false perception of origin and design. Finally, complete concurrence endured regarding the
concept that the first couple was created in glorious fellowship with the Triune God.
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Figures 17-18, Question 9, pre- and post-surveys.

As one of only three survey questions in which the second survey revealed complete
unanimity, there was more class discussion regarding The Fall than any other question, with the
pertinent exceptions of variances regarding special and general revelation and the concurrent
discussion referencing the specialness of Scripture. Interestingly, one Day Age advocate
expounded upon his survey choice by noting that he was focusing on human death as opposed to
the physical death of animals. However, speaking generally, the class majority holistically
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believed The Fall literally resulted in the first deaths of all creatures—animals and humans
alike.12
Furthermore, Ross’s assertions that animal death is a “benefit” of God’s preordained plan
was met with almost universal disdain.13 Class discussions ensued in which the Scriptural
concept of the blood—particularly the exceptional undertaking by God to clothe Adam and
Eve—is viewed by Young Earth adherents as a truly special act of consideration and kindness of
God toward his created human beings but by Day Age advocates as “just another animal death.”
Furthermore, Young Earth participants were seemingly convinced that the clothing of Adam and
Eve was a shadow-and-type demonstrated by God to indicate the future sin covering Jesus Christ
offers to all people. Day Age advocates in the class agreed that Jesus’s salvation is indeed the
most extraordinary of all gifts but disagreed that the skin covering for Adam and Eve resulted in
the initial deaths of any living creature.

12

The Fall and the resulting promises found in Genesis 3:15 are among the most compelling evidences of a
Young Earth creation. Given the previously stated records (in chapter 2) referencing God’s proclamations regarding
the specialness of blood, and the antithetical assertations by Gap View and Day Age advocates that death occurred
prior to The Fall, these issues alone would lead me to systematically reject the latter views. Numerous class
participants agreed that any assertion that death occurred prior to The Fall is inconsistent with God’s personal
declarations within the Scriptures. There is acknowledgement, here, that the personal convictions of the class leader
may have influenced the class at large regarding this subject.
13

Ross, 91-93.
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Figures 19-20, Question 10, pre- and post-surveys.

One hundred percent of the second survey participants indicated that the ProtoEvangelium describes the ultimate battle between Jesus and Satan in addition to penalties for the
initial humans and their descendants. Genesis 3:15, interestingly, seems agreeable even to those
such as Evolutionary Creationists,14 Literary Framework enthusiasts (an allegorical

14
J. Richard Middleton, “Evolution and the Historical Fall: What Does Genesis 3 Tell Us About the Origin
of Evil?” BioLogos, March 2, 2017, accessed October 13, 2020, https://biologos.org/articles/series/evolution-andbiblical-faith-reflections-by-theologian-j-richard-middleton/evolution-and-the-historical-fall-what-does-genesis-3tell-us-about-the-origin-of-evil. Middleton proposes a historical event of The Fall in which humanity (as opposed to
Adam and Eve specifically) introduces immorality (sin) into the world.
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understanding that Genesis 1-2 was written to stipulate “the Hebraic conviction that one God
created the world by bringing order out of chaos”), and other allegorical believers who often do
not accept Genesis 1-2 as a historical narrative.15 Perhaps such thoughts are principally due to the
predominant Christian conclusion that the sacrifice of Jesus Christ for the sins of the people was
determined by God prior to the creation of the world. States Walton, “The verse [reflecting upon
the strikes declared in Genesis 3:15] is depicting a continual, unresolved conflict between
humans and the representatives of evil.”16 The end result of such conflict is the introduction of
Christ as the Savior. States Francis Schaeffer,
Another implication of Genesis 3:15 is indicated in Hebrews 2:14. Speaking of Jesus, the
writer of Hebrews says, “Forasmuch then as the children are partakers of flesh and blood,
he [Jesus] also himself likewise took part of the same; that through death he might
destroy him that had the power of death, that is, the devil.” Here is an indication that
Jesus fulfilled the promise in Genesis 3:15, for it is the Messiah who is to be bruised, and
yet, in the bruising, destroy the power of death and the devil.17
Thus, given such instruction and significant discussions regarding Genesis 3:15, the class
wholeheartedly embraced the First Gospel.

15

Boyd and Eddy, 70-95.

16

Walton, 226.

17

Francis A. Schaffer, Genesis in Space and Time (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 1972), 104.
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Figures 21-22, Question 11, pre- and post-surveys.

Although the overwhelming majority of survey participants indicated that God created
everything just like a plain reading [of Genesis] would suggest regarding their views of the
creation week, it is still intriguing that the 15.4 percent who chose “unsure” in the initial survey
were significantly more decisive in the second. In the second survey, 10.5 percent chose the
category “that none of this [creation views] matters for the Gospel to still be true.”18
18

Intriguingly, one Day Age advocate and several Young Earth adherents voiced opinions that their
interpretations of the Genesis narrative, respectively, indicate a “plain reading” of the Bible. This implies an
apparent disparity regarding worldviews and systematic understandings of Scripture.
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Figures 23-24, Question 12, pre- and post-surveys.

Question 12 yielded extraordinarily diverse answers in both the first and second surveys,
and this is one of the few categories in which such an occurrence took place. When asked how
the church should teach creation, 63.2 percent determined that the church should teach multiple
views and let people decide for themselves regarding what they believe, 26.3 percent indicated
the church should teach the view of the Senior Pastor (the Young Earth view), 5.3 percent said
the church should teach only the view they believed, and 5.3 percent remained unsure. Several
Young Earth advocates particularly voiced disagreement regarding the church’s potential
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teaching of a “false Scriptural message” (anything other than the Young Earth view) and
indicated that even adults should not be offered too many conflicting views from which to
choose since the Senior Pastor is committed to a particular view. Question 12, intriguingly, is yet
another category in which participants indicated allegiance to a senior leader within the church as
opposed to a more open discussion of conflicting perspectives. Two Day Age advocates voiced
disagreement to such thoughts, naturally, and believed variance of beliefs to be a positive
attribute of church life.
Interestingly, all class participants seemingly indicated relative approval of the steps
CrossPointe Church undertakes when teaching children about creation, specifically including the
invitation to parents to attend any classes in which alternate views (views other than the Young
Earth perspective) are discussed, in addition to the overall transparency in which the classes are
taught. Dialogue among advocates of both the Young Earth and Day Age systems remained
courteous, respectful, and kind. Overarchingly, the class majority appeared contented that the
church is addressing such issues given their apparent unanimous aversion to macroevolutionary
theories of which many of CrossPointe’s children are exposed to within public school systems.
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Figures 25-26, Question 13, pre- and post- surveys.

Responses to the thirteenth and final survey question were generally consistent, with 76.9
percent answering that the repercussions of one’s creation views are “vital to the remainder of
Scripture including the Gospel” in the first survey and 84.2 percent in the second. According to
views espoused by class participants, only the Day Age advocates were extraordinarily
concerned with the creation narrative’s alignment with current scientific understanding. Young
Earth adherents, conversely, consistently indicated theological preference over scientific
theories, regardless of the sources for such scientific views.
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Summary of Survey Information and Class Participation
Four questions were received from class participants through emailed and/or personal messages
to the moderator following several class sessions, including the initial two questions from a Day
Age adherent and the latter two questions from two Young Earth advocates, respectively:
(1) If it were proved to you [the moderator] tomorrow that the earth is over four billion
years old, would that have a significant impact on your faith?
(2) Would a Young Earth view have the earth spinning on Day 1to simulate the existence
of the Sun or would God modulate His glory to simulate day and night?
(3) Do other Christians “actually” believe that a plain reading of Genesis 1 indicates
millions of years?
(4) Do people who hold the “sixty-seventh-book” belief truly understand the implications
of equalizing nature (or science) to that of Scripture?
All the previous questions were answered individually and/or discussed during
subsequent classes. My response to the initial question, given that it was personally addressed,
was:
Yes, my faith would be significantly impacted if someone ‘proved’ that the earth is over
four billion years old. It would indicate that my systematic understanding of the Creator
and His creation is skewed; it would denote that my comprehension of death and life are
incorrect; it would mean that my hermeneutical structures, methods, and practices are
fallacious; and it would suggest that my understanding of The Fall is erroneous,
particularly referencing the spilling of blood prior to Adam’s and Eve’s sin. It would not
impact my personal belief in the Gospel message or in Jesus, but it would certainly
impact my faith.19

19
Hypothetical questions are difficult to answer. My evaluation of the biblical and scientific records
concludes that no creation system advocate may definitively prove his or her perspectives. Considering Bonhoeffer’s
teaching that people begin in the middle, and therefore not at the beginning with God, creation perspectives are
unprovable although not necessarily unknowable.
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When questioned regarding whether the earth would have been spinning on Day 1 of the
creation week or whether God would have modulated his glory, my response was:
I obviously cannot conclusively answer this question, but those in the Young Earth
tradition would characteristically lean toward the latter determination; in that, Young
Earthers do not ascertain God’s authority over natural laws to be atypical. In the book of
John, for example, the eight recorded “signs” of Jesus’s preeminence as the Son of God
included power over creation, space, time, food, natural laws, physical laws, death, and
all matter.20 Additionally, as determined in Jesus’s Revelation to John, multiple heavenly
bodies are to be hurled to the earth as installments of God’s wrath during the future
Tribulation.21
Jesus personally stated, notably, that the end days would incorporate God’s celestial supremacy
in Matthew 24:27-31:
For as the lightning comes from the east and flashes as far as the west, so will be the
coming of the Son of Man. Wherever the carcass is, there the vultures will gather.
Immediately after the distress of those days, the sun will be darkened, and the moon will
not shed its light; the stars will appear in the sky, and then all the peoples of the earth will
mourn; and they will see the Son of Man coming on the clouds of heaven and with power
and great glory. He will send his angels with the loud trumpet, and they will gather his
elect from the four winds, from one end of the sky to the other.
Lastly, the two questions from two Young Earth advocates were particularly revealing; in that,
both stated little knowledge of other systematic creation perspectives prior to the surveys and
classes associated to this project. Both Young Earth adherents found the “second book of nature”
and the perceived violations of the “plain truth” of Scripture to be disconcerting. In lieu of
directly answering their questions, class discussions regarding the questions advanced
understanding of the various perspectives when Day Age advocates more thoroughly explained
their own love of Scripture and purviews within the Day Age system.

20

Mal Couch and Ed Hindson, eds., and Elmer Towns, Twenty-first Century Commentary Series: The
Gospel of John: Believe and Live (Chattanooga, TN: AMG Publishers, 2002), xiii.
21

Tim LaHaye Revelation Unveiled (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1999), 103.
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The creation surveys and classes, overarchingly, were seemingly well received by the
participants throughout the five-week series. Attendance was demonstrably more consistent than
what we (CrossPointe’s pastors) customarily anticipate for groups which utilize the Zoom
platform. Additional recordings featuring overviews of each class were added to the CrossPointe
Church Kids Facebook page throughout the series and correspondingly averaged 4.4 views per
week.22 Class participants, regardless of the disparity of beliefs, thankfully remained positive and
respectful throughout the series. Interestingly and predominantly attributable to the extensive
conversations apropos to various Scriptures utilized throughout the Creation Costs class sessions,
two additional groups are being added to the 2020/2021 CrossPointe calendar including a short
series regarding hermeneutics to be held via Zoom and an extended series regarding the book of
Revelation to be distributed via Facebook and YouTube. Perspectives of the Creator and his
creation will continue to be discussed throughout the future group sessions.

22

The Facebook recordings were constructed to present an overall perspective of the Creation Costs classes
for people unable or unwilling to attend the Zoom sessions. Said recordings were considerably shorter in length than
the Zoom classes due to the absence of discussion extended via the Facebook format.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSIONS OF THE PROJECT

Goals Assessed
This project’s fundamental goals were (1) to biblically and systematically underscore the
supernatural abilities of the Creator and the inerrancy of the Bible that God inspired; (2) to
determine hermeneutical and scientific costs associated with Christians’ creation views,
especially those derived from Day Age and Young earth perspectives; and (3) to develop and
teach an adult curriculum describing creation views and costs. Sixty-six pages within the second
chapter of this project were devoted to the initial goal, including an elevated examination and
commentary regarding Genesis 1-3, in addition to a literary review of the Scriptures and copious
works regarding Genesis and the creation narrative. Due to the breadth of study, no single project
may reasonably ascertain the entire narrative surrounding creation and origin matters, but this
project exhaustively encompassed much of the Day Age and Young Earth systems. Throughout
the project, tremendous attention was given to the development of the adult curriculum, and the
correlating and detailed outlined curricula consisting of approximately sixty slides resulted
(Appendices E-I). The curricula were designed to allow any pastor or theologian well-versed in
creation and origin matters to ably disseminate the information associated with this project.
Finally, although the planned post-curricula development for a fifth-grade system is in its
beginning stages, extensive discussion throughout the final class session offered a preemptive
understanding of reasoning among several adults within CrossPointe Church regarding the
development and implementation of said future curricula.

Unanticipated Costs
Unanticipated costs in this project include (1) Young Earth advocates, professing a creation
classification predominantly constructed upon theological comprehensions, routinely debate
others, including fellow theologians, by primarily utilizing scientific perspectives; (2) Day Age
adherents, particularly Hugh Ross, consistently argue that the Day Age system is biblically
comprehensive but simultaneously postulate biblical connotations and contexts which are
external to the norm of many commentaries and theologies; (3) Old Earth believers commonly
propose pre-curse animal deaths as normative and even as a measure of God’s preconceived
plans; and (4) Day Age and Young Earth supporters alike seemingly dismiss or downplay
assorted sciences which are extensively imperative to all-encompassing creation and origin
discussions, including philosophy and archaeology.1 My conventional assessments of the Day
Age and Young Earth platforms, in comparison to Scriptural alignment and to prevailing
scientific views, varied somewhat between the pre- and post-conceptions of this project (figures
27-30). General impressions currently include perceptions that Young Earth advocates should
refocus on biblical and theological underpinnings while Day Age advocates should admit to
scientifically first understandings that seem considerably more allegorical than many Day Age
adherents will apparently admit. Advocates of both platforms should seemingly reconsider public
statements that their systems are theologically based if said advocates are going to initially point
to corresponding scientific convictions, respectively.

1
J. Randall Price, The Stones Cry Out: What Archaeology Reveals About the Truth of the Bible (Eugene,
OR: Harvest House Publishers, 1997), 337-338. Price, a renowned biblical archaeologist, ironically posits a
declarative statement regarding macroevolution of which both Day Age and Young Earth advocates would agree: “If
we are to find facts that are indeed in harmony with faith, we must approach the Bible on its own terms, without the
imposition of an evolutionary presupposition. We must come to the Bible as inerrant, not subject to our ‘superior’
judgment as to what truth it contains.”
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Figures 27-28, Pre- and Post-Scale Understandings Regarding Systematic Adherence to a “Plain
View” of Scripture.
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Figures 29-30, Pre- and Post-Scale Understandings Regarding Systematic Adherence to a
“Prevailing View” of Science.
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Practical Implications of the Project
Immediately following the conclusion of the Creation Costs classes, separate discussions with
the pastoral team and the CpcKids team occurred regarding the post-class survey discovery that
participants overwhelmingly signified credence to a Young Earth system. This breakthrough was
expressly surprising to the CpcKids team given previous knowledge of several Old Earth
advocates within our ministry volunteer teams. Two Day Age adherents, remarkably, seemingly
amended their outlooks in alignment with the predominant interpretation following the
conclusion of the class sessions. Whether denominational biases, peer influences, class
discussions, or other factors attributed to said modifications remain unspecified.
Interestingly, Young Earth advocates apparently indicated at the conclusion of the series
that biblical understanding and hermeneutical instruction would constitute tremendous future
avenues for the pastoral team to undertake. In response to this entreaty, a hermeneutical and
translation class will be developed and tendered to the Senior Adult and Creation Costs class
participants. Conversely, the minority Day Age proponents seemingly desired continued
discussions of biblical narratives which correspondingly relate to prevalent scientific
predilections, also remarking that the Creation Costs classes were among the scarce diverse
efforts to do so in the history of CrossPointe Church.2 One Day Age advocate particularly
commented about the perceived need for “deeper” discussions regarding various difficult biblical
concepts, and again reiterated his thankfulness for this specific project. His perspectives will be
shared at length in an upcoming Pastoral Retreat in late October 2020.

2

CrossPointe Church routinely allows an ardent Young Earth scientist from NASA to speak each
December. The Day Age participants in the classes associated to this project appeared profoundly thankful for the
opportunity to discuss other views.
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Finally, momentous discussions ensued within the final Creation Costs class in which
future creation- and origin-oriented classes and curricula were debated and considered for adult,
children, and student ministries, concluding with a seemingly unanimous agreement that it is
important for people of all ages to understand and know their Creator, that children should hear
variant views during a particular age range, and that difficult Scriptural discussions should not be
avoided.3 Extensive planning of future class instructions specifically referencing creation and
origin matters was ruminated within the Creation Costs class discussions, including overt
conformity regarding the necessity to pre-plan and pre-invite parents to theologically arduous
ventures.4 Although the class participants agreed that the fifth to sixth grade group at
CrossPointe was the likely starting point for variant creation perspectives, the overarching
agreement was to “start them young.”5 Correspondingly, this concept will be further discussed
during pending planning sessions with my fellow Associate Pastors; that is, what we leave
behind for future generations matters.

3

Darrow L. Miller, Bob Moffitt, and Scott D. Allen, The Worldview of the Kingdom of God (Seattle, WA:
YWAM, 2005), 104. Notes Miller, Moffit, and Allen about the importance of truth in today’s cultural climate: “All
nations, to some degree, hold to destructive, false beliefs, even nations where the church is active and prosperous.”
In other words, discussions of difficult narratives are integral to the notions of truth, including those regarding
creation and origin.
4

Amy Webb, The Signals Are Talking: Why Today’s Fringe is Tomorrow’s Mainstream (New York, NY:
Hatchett Book Group, 2016), 57. Webb notes an important organizational concept consistent with the thoughts of
participants from the Creation Costs classes: “Because trends and time zones are different ways of seeing and
interpreting our current reality, they provide a useful framework for organizing our thinking, especially when we’re
hunting for the unknown and trying to find answers to questions we do not even know how to ask.” Utilization of
technology, variant communication avenues, and specific communication to parents were methodologies which
were and are uniquely planned to address parental interests and concerns regarding difficult topics which will be
taught to children at CrossPointe Church, including the planned post-project development of a fifth through sixth
grade curriculum.
5

Dave Ferguson and Warren Bird, Hero Maker: Five Essential Practices for Leaders to Multiply Leaders
(Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2018), 142. Ferguson and Bird denote the necessity to begin training leaders at an
early age. This concept was discussed at length in the final Creation Costs class.
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Spiritual Implications of the Project
To the Day Age advocate, the implications of reaching people of science for Christ, of
constructively integrating a “worldview consistent with all sixty-six books of the Bible and all
disciplines of science,” and superior knowledge of nature are essential to the exigencies of the
Great Commission.6 To the Young Earth adherent, manifest confidence in a precise
interpretation of 24-hour days within the creation narrative, unadulterated acquiescence to the
global Flood of Noah and its correlating ramifications, a determinable response to the allencompassing repercussions of The Fall, and an elevated view of Scripture are all compulsory to
reverence the inspiration of the Holy Spirit and the evident outlooks the Spirit inspired.7
Proponents of both creation systems share a perceptible affection for Scripture and an
appreciation of nature and science to varying degrees, in addition to an authentic aspiration to
experience and worship the Creator. Perhaps such analogous aspirations with such dissimilar
comprehensions, in many respects, are indicative of Bonhoeffer’s notion that humankind is “in
the middle;” that is, that we are presently incapable of wholly appreciating either the Creation or
the Creator because we do not have complete knowledge of the beginning.8 Such determined the
Apostle Paul to the Corinthian church, “For now we see only a reflection as in a mirror, but then
face to face. Now I know in part, but then I will know fully, as I am fully known.”9
Admitting and embracing uniformity within the variant creation and origin systems while
being accepting of and responsible for the repercussions of respective characteristics of our

6

Ross, 20.

7

Henry M. Morris, “For Such a Time as This,” Acts & Facts 48, no. 7 (July 2019): 5-7.

8

Floyd, Jr. and De Gruchy, eds., and Bonhoeffer, 30.

9

1 Corinthians 13:12.
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peculiar systems should be an aspiration for all Christians. Paul advocated such thoughts to the
Philippians (2:1-4):
If then there is any encouragement in Christ, if any consolation of love, if any fellowship
with the Spirit, if any affection and mercy, make my joy complete by thinking the same
way, having the same love, united in spirit, intent on one purpose. Do nothing out of
selfish ambition or conceit, but in humility consider others as more important than
yourselves. Everyone should look out not only for his own interests, but also the interest
of others.10
Given the essential aspiration of all Christians to demonstrate the mind of Christ, and, given the
necessitous yearning for all creation system advocates to earnestly seek the Creator, it remains
imperative for Christian leaders to set as a compulsory objective peaceful and respectful
communication among Christians during such conversations. Such mindsets were apparent
throughout the Creation Costs classes and were remarkably exhibited by the class participants
from CrossPointe. Continued demonstrable practices will be expected during future discussions
of the Creator and his creation.11

10
Ben Gutierrez, Living Out the Mind of Christ: Practical Keys to Discovering and Applying the Mind of
Christ in Everyday Life (Virginia Beach, VA: Academx Publishing Services, Inc., 2011), 19-60. Noting the perfect
example of Jesus Christ, Gutierrez posits three vital components for the Christian to emulate: (1) unity, (2) humility,
and (3) selflessness.
11

Badger and Tenneson, 39-40. The authors ably offer twenty-four excellent suggestions regarding
continued dialogue between adherents of various creation and origin systems.
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Future Studies
General intuitions regarding the purported spilling of blood preceding The Fall remain a
fascinating and necessary subject of personal study; in that, the blood atonement is among the
most significant themes of Scripture and is apparent even from the initial creation narrative in
Genesis 1-3. Secondly, it became discernable throughout the Creation Costs classes that
denominational loyalties appreciably contributed to the mindsets of the participants, particularly
given the noted elevated academic standing of said participants and their continued allegiance to
a creation system grounded in Scripture. This facet, again, warrants future personal study.12
Furthermore, two additional and complex leitmotifs were consistently discussed
throughout the Creation Costs classes, suggesting substantive additional investigations are
obligatory, including (1) the repercussions of Darwinism and the purported death culture, racism,
and amorality purportedly attributed to this system of belief; and (2) the comparison and
contrasting methodologies and aspects of the Genesis narrative to the Revelation narrative,
particularly including a possible determination that the Revelation narrative includes a potential
recreation of the Edenic paradise but with the caveat of added blessings and eternality with God
the Creator.13 Intriguingly, regarding the concepts of Darwinism, both the Day Age and Young
Earth camps are in apparent agreement vis-à-vis significant measures of macroevolutionary
conceptions, which may be a unifying bridge to further creation discussions among the two
systems and perhaps stem negative repercussions of each.

12
Day Age advocates within the classes seemed demonstrably more scientifically influenced than the
Young Earth advocates.
13
Hindson and Couch, 221. Notes Hindson, “Now, in the final chapter of the Revelation, we learn that all
that was lost in the beginning will finally be regained. Paradise is restored in the holy city. The biblical story, which
began in the garden, ends in the eternal city. In between, there stands the cross of Jesus Christ. It alone has changed
the destiny of mankind from death to life.”
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Conclusion
Creation repercussions and benefits were overtly perceptible throughout the progression of this
project, particularly encompassing diverse concepts and interpretations of the Scriptures,
extraordinary variations regarding nature and science, and theological underpinnings and
philosophies associated to both systems. Day Age and Young Earth believers alike demonstrated
discernable sincerity in their pursuits of the Creator and the truth about his creation. Class
participants exhibited noteworthy patience with each other, proffering an example that other
Christians would do well to emulate, including leading public advocates of both systems. In the
end, adherents of both creation platforms demonstrated a willingness to accommodate the views
of others even when said observations were immensely dissimilar to their own. Perhaps it is most
appropriately stated that the analysis and investigation of creation and origin matters, even when
such perceptions cost us something, is worth the price we pay in consideration and light of the
gloriousness of our Creator, and the image in which he made us. Such thoughts are echoed in the
sage words of the distant past from the writer of Ecclesiastes, “So remember your Creator.”14
My personal reflections when remembering the Creator and the distinctions of this
project include numerous concluding convictions. First, I submit that initial investigation of
creation and origin matters by Christian disciples should be comprised of biblical study and
sound, conservative hermeneutics. The Creator and his creation are simply too important to
romanticize or allegoricalize the Genesis creation narrative. Second, comprehensive systematic
theological comprehension is an absolute prerequisite when ruminating creation deliberations. It
is essentially undeniable that any trained theologian must necessarily glean consistent reflections
of the Creator and the creation when considering the aggregate of Scripture. Third, it seems

14

Ecclesiastes 12:1a.
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apparent that scientific understandings are inexorably confined to a subsidiary role in the
creation discussion.15 Although I wholeheartedly agree that true scientific fact will in
absoluteness harmonize with biblical truth, I remained wholly unconvinced that scientific
understanding today—from the middle—is able to conclusively prove any scientific system from
the beginning. While there is some—-although not prevalent—precedence within theological
circles that general revelation is equalized with special revelation, such convictions do not seem
consistent with the testimony of Scripture itself. Finally, and most importantly, Christocentric
reality is a ready area of agreement between the Day Age and Young Earth purviews.16
That Jesus Christ is the nucleus of the First Gospel of Genesis 3:15 and correspondingly,
the creation narrative, seems apparent within both focal systems of this project. Although Day
Age and Young Earth advocates, respectively, do not synchronize regarding the definition of the
word “day,” the domino effects of The Fall, or the costs associated with each variance,
substantial harmony subsists regarding the plan, authority, and comprehensive achievements of
the (then) future Messiah. This Messiah is the sum concomitance, the unequivocal Root of
Judeo-Christian truth, and the binding concord among Christians. Jesus Christ, the One who
spoke the world into existence, is the same God who desires to know each person individually,
through the crowning acceptance and embrace of the Cross. There could be no greater cost
within Christian circles than to allow arbitrary disagreements to overshadow the love and
sacrifice of the Divine Creator and Lord of all.

15

Obviously, ardent Day Age adherents will likely disagree with such an assessment.

16
Perception of the atonement is among the most prevalent reasonings for my Young Earth perspectives. I
simply do not believe that the spilling of blood, other than that of Christ’s, was part of God’s preordained plan.
Animal blood was certainly part of the LORD’s foreknowledge, but I submit his original plan for animals was
consistent with his eventual plan for animals in the recreated Heaven and Earth described in his Revelation.
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APPENDICES
THE PROJECT DATA
APPENDIX A

Pre- and Post-Class Surveys
1)

My gender is:

A)

Male

B)

Female

C)

Prefer Not to Say

2)

My age range is:

A)

18-40

B)

40-Above

C)

Prefer Not to Say

3)

The last three digits of my phone number is _ _ _.

4)

My education level is:

A)

High School

B)

Some College

C)

Bachelor’s Degree

D)

Graduate Degree

E)

Prefer Not to Say

5)

Choose one of the following which most closely defines your creation view:

A)

Young Earth View

B)

Day Age View

C)

Gap View

D)

Evolutionary Creation View

E)

Unsure

6)

Choose one of the following regarding your belief of the word “day” in Genesis’s first
chapter:

A)

Bible Does Not Really Say

B)

An Age or Undetermined Period of Time

C)

Literal 24-Hour Day

D)

Metaphor to Illustrate that God Created Time

E)

Unsure

7)

Choose one of the following about how God created kinds:

A)

God Guided the Process of All Life

B)

God Created Everything According to Kind in a Six-Day Week (Six Consecutive, 24Hour Days)

C)

God Created Everything According to Kind Over a Period of Long Ages

D)

God Created Everything According to Kind After Destroying His Original Creation

E)

Unsure
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8)

Choose one of the following of God’s creation of humankind:

A)

Humankind Developed from Primates but Have Spirits (Unlike Other Animals)

B)

Humankind Was Specially Created in the Image of God After Many Years of Other Life
on Earth

C)

Humankind Was Specially Created in the Image of God on the Literal Sixth Day of Earth

D)

Humankind Was Recreated After the Initial Humankind Was Destroyed

E)

Unsure

9)

Choose one regarding your view of The Fall

A)

The Fall Brought Spiritual Death into the World

B)

The Fall Brought All Death—Physical and Spiritual—into the World

C)

The Fall of Satan, Not Adam, Brought Physical Death into the World

D)

The Fall is a Metaphorical Example Regarding Life and Death and the Need for Christ

E)

Unsure

10)
Choose one of the following regarding your view of the Proto-Evangelium (Genesis
3:15):
A)

Applies Only to Adam, Eve, and Satan

B)

Describes the Ultimate Battle Between Jesus and Satan Plus Penalties for Humankind and
Descendants

C)

Describes Metaphorical Battle Between God and Satan

D)

Unsure

11)

Choose one regarding your closest view of the Creation week:

A)

No One Really Knows—We Just Know God Created Everything

B)

God Created Everything Just as a Plain Reading Would Suggest

C)

Describes a Monotheistic God to Other Cultures Who Held Different Creation Views

D)

None of This Matters for the Gospel to Still be True

E)

Unsure
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12)

Choose one of the following regarding your view of how the church should teach
creation:

A)

Teach Only the View I Believe

B)

Teach Multiple Views and Let People Decide for Themselves

C)

Teach the View of the Senior Pastor

D)

Let Families Teach Creation and Let the Church Stay Out of This Discussion

E)

Unsure

13)

Choose one of the following regarding repercussions of one’s creation views:

A)

Vital to the Remainder of Scripture Including the Gospel

B)

Vital to the Remainder of Scripture Including the Gospel but Should Align with Modern
Science

C)

Interesting but Ultimately Unimportant to the Remainder of Scripture

D)

Causes Apathy and/or Disunity

E)

Unsure
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APPENDIX B
THE CHICAGO STATEMENT ON BIBLICAL INERRANCY

Articles of Affirmation and Denial
ARTICLE I
We affirm that the Holy Scriptures are to be received as the authoritative Word of God.
We deny that the Scriptures receive their authority from the Church, tradition, or any other
human source.

ARTICLE II
We affirm that the Scriptures are the supreme written norm by which God binds the conscience,
and that the authority of the Church is subordinate to that of Scripture.
We deny that Church creeds, councils, or declarations have authority greater than or equal to the
authority of the Bible.

ARTICLE III
We affirm that the written Word in its entirety is revelation given by God.
We deny that the Bible is merely a witness to revelation, or only becomes revelation in
encounter, or depends on the responses of men for its validity.
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ARTICLE IV
We affirm that God who made mankind in His image has used language as a means of
revelation.
We deny that human language is so limited by our creatureliness that it is rendered inadequate as
a vehicle for divine revelation. We further deny that the corruption of human culture and
language through sin has thwarted God's work of inspiration.

ARTICLE V
We affirm that God's revelation in the Holy Scriptures was progressive.
We deny that later revelation, which may fulfill earlier revelation, ever corrects or contradicts it.
We further deny that any normative revelation has been given since the completion of the New
Testament writings.

ARTICLE VI
We affirm that the whole of Scripture and all its parts, down to the very words of the original,
were given by divine inspiration.
We deny that the inspiration of Scripture can rightly be affirmed of the whole without the parts,
or of some parts but not the whole.
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ARTICLE VII
We affirm that inspiration was the work in which God by His Spirit, through human writers,
gave us His Word. The origin of Scripture is divine. The mode of divine inspiration remains
largely a mystery to us.
We deny that inspiration can be reduced to human insight, or to heightened states of
consciousness of any kind.

ARTICLE VIII
We affirm that God in His Work of inspiration utilized the distinctive personalities and literary
styles of the writers whom He had chosen and prepared.
We deny that God, in causing these writers to use the very words that He chose, overrode their
personalities.

ARTICLE IX
We affirm that inspiration, though not conferring omniscience, guaranteed true and trustworthy
utterance on all matters of which the Biblical authors were moved to speak and write.
We deny that the finitude or fallenness of these writers, by necessity or otherwise, introduced
distortion or falsehood into God's Word.
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ARTICLE X
We affirm that inspiration, strictly speaking, applies only to the autographic text of Scripture,
which in the providence of God can be ascertained from available manuscripts with great
accuracy. We further affirm that copies and translations of Scripture are the Word of God to the
extent that they faithfully represent the original.
We deny that any essential element of the Christian faith is affected by the absence of the
autographs. We further deny that this absence renders the assertion of Biblical inerrancy invalid
or Irrelevant.

ARTICLE XI
We affirm that Scripture, having been given by divine inspiration, is infallible, so that, far from
misleading us, it is true and reliable in all the matters it addresses.
We deny that it is possible for the Bible to be at the same time infallible and errant in its
assertions. Infallibility and inerrancy may be distinguished, but not separated.

ARTICLE XII
We affirm that Scripture in its entirety is inerrant, being free from all falsehood, fraud, or deceit.
We deny that Biblical infallibility and inerrancy are limited to spiritual, religious, or redemptive
themes, exclusive of assertions in the fields of history and science. We further deny that
scientific hypotheses about earth history may properly be used to overturn the teaching of
Scripture on creation and the flood.
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ARTICLE XIII
We affirm the propriety of using inerrancy as a theological term with reference to the complete
truthfulness of Scripture.
We deny that it is proper to evaluate Scripture according to standards of truth and error that are
alien to its usage or purpose. We further deny that inerrancy is negated by Biblical phenomena
such as a lack of modern technical precision, irregularities of grammar or spelling, observational
descriptions of nature, the reporting of falsehoods, the use of hyperbole and round numbers, the
topical arrangement of material, variant selections of material in parallel accounts, or the use of
free citations.

ARTICLE XIV
We affirm the unity and internal consistency of Scripture.
We deny that alleged errors and discrepancies that have not yet been resolved vitiate the truth
claims of the Bible.

ARTICLE XV
We affirm that the doctrine of inerrancy is grounded in the teaching of the Bible about
inspiration.
We deny that Jesus' teaching about Scripture may be dismissed by appeals to accommodation or
to any natural limitation of His humanity.
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ARTICLE XVI
We affirm that the doctrine of inerrancy has been integral to the Church's faith throughout its
history.
We deny that inerrancy is a doctrine invented by Scholastic Protestantism, or is a reactionary
position postulated in response to negative higher criticism.

ARTICLE XVII
We affirm that the Holy Spirit bears witness to the Scriptures, assuring believers of the
truthfulness of God's written Word.
We deny that this witness of the Holy Spirit operates in isolation from or against Scripture.

ARTICLE XVIII
We affirm that the text of Scripture is to be interpreted by grammatico-historical exegesis, taking
account of its literary forms and devices, and that Scripture is to interpr.et Scripture.
We deny the legitimacy of any treatment of the text or quest for sources lying behind it that leads
to relativizing, dehistoricizing, or discounting its teaching, or rejecting its claims to authorship.
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ARTICLE XIX
We affirm that a confession of the full authority, infallibility, and inerrancy of Scripture is vital
to a sound understanding of the whole of the Christian faith. We further affirm that such
confession should lead to increasing conformity to the image of Christ.
We deny that such confession is necessary for salvation. However, we further deny that
inerrancy can be rejected without grave consequences, both to the individual and to the Church.1

1

“The Chicago Statement on Biblical Inerrancy, Moody Bible Institute, accessed October 5, 2020,
https://www.moodybible.org/beliefs/the-chicago-statement-on-biblical-inerrancy/articles-of-affirmation-and-denial/.
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APPENDIX C
THE NICENE CREED

I believe in one God,
the Father almighty,
maker of heaven and earth,
of all things visible and invisible.

I believe in one Lord Jesus Christ,
the Only Begotten Son of God,
born of the Father before all ages.
God from God, Light from Light,
true God from true God,
begotten, not made, consubstantial with the Father;
through him all things were made.

For us men and for our salvation
he came down from heaven,
and by the Holy Spirit was incarnate of the Virgin Mary,
and became man.
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For our sake he was crucified under Pontius Pilate,
he suffered death and was buried,
and rose again on the third day
in accordance with the Scriptures.

He ascended into heaven
and is seated at the right hand of the Father.
He will come again in glory
to judge the living and the dead
and his kingdom will have no end.

I believe in the Holy Spirit, the Lord, the giver of life,
who proceeds from the Father and the Son,
who with the Father and the Son is adored and glorified,
who has spoken through the prophets.

I believe in one, holy, catholic and apostolic Church.
I confess one Baptism for the forgiveness of sins
and I look forward to the resurrection of the dead
and the life of the world to come. Amen.2

2

“The Nicene Creed,” Loyola Press, accessed October 5, 2020, https://www.loyolapress.com/catholicresources/prayer/traditional-catholic-prayers/prayers-every-catholic-should-know/nicene-creed/.
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APPENDIX D
THE APOSTLES’ CREED

I believe in God the Father almighty,
Creator of heaven and earth.
And in Jesus Christ, His only Son,
our Lord, Who was conceived by the Holy Spirit,
born of the Virgin Mary,
suffered under Pontius Pilate,
was crucified, died, and was buried.
He descended into hell; the third day
He rose again from the dead;
He ascended into heaven, and sits at
the right hand of God the Father
almighty, from thence He shall come
to judge the living and the dead.
I believe in the Holy Spirit,
the holy Catholic Church,
the communion of saints,
the forgiveness of sins,
the resurrection of the body
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and life everlasting.
Amen.3

3

“The Apostles Creed,” Vatican News,” accessed October 5, 2020,
https://www.vaticannews.va/en/prayers/the-apostles_-creed.html.
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APPENDIX E
CREATION COSTS CURRICULA SESSION 1
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APPENDIX F
CREATION COSTS CURRICULA SESSION 2
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APPENDIX I
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